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Luminescence of uranium compounds has been mostly due 
to the divalent uranyl ion uo2
++ . This ion, chemically, 
is very stable and takes part in chemical reactions in the 
same way as a normal metal ion. This stability of a 
metal oxide ion is one of the characteristic features of 
the chemistry of the actinide elements. Spectra of' 
many salts of the uranyl ion have been investigated, e.g. 
for uranyl nitrates, sulphates, acetates etc. Though 
much has been found about the spectra, there is much left 
unexplained and will require considerable effort for a 
full interpretation. 
When dissolved in some acidic (but not basic) glasses, 
the uranyl ion still gives an absorption and luminescent 
spectrum which is considered that of the uranyl ion 
isolated from a crystal lattice. Dissolving uranyl 
ions or uranium oxide in molten salts of the alkali and 
akaline earth metals (e.g. NaCl, KBr, Sr SO4, phosphates) 
will also produce phosphors with absorption and luminescent 
spectra similar to that of the uranyl ion. However, 
many fluorides show sufficiently different spectra to 
suggest that it is due to a new lwninescent centre formed 
around an uranium atom. Further investigation has shown 
that the spectra are not over-much different from that of 
the uranyl ion when account is taken of the surroundings 
of the ion in the crystal lattice. More work is 
required to determine what the nature of the centre is. 
To further the work on uranium as an activator of 
luminescence this thesis was undertaken on uranium in 
fluorite type lattices and especially that of calcium 
fluorides. (this is a continuation of some work done 
on several different fluoride crystals by the author in 
his M.Sc thesis, University of Canterbury 1963). 
2. 
Interpretation of the spectral results can give some 
clarification of the two main points of interest for the 
uranium centres:-
1. The nature of the electronic structure. 
This is complicated by the presence of a strang 
uranium-oxygen bond for which no adequate theory has been 
given. Spectral data can give information on the 
symmetry of the centres from selection rules with the 
vibronic side bands and polarization experiments. 
Symmetry of the luminescent centre can be important in 
deciding bonding arrangements of the uranium with 
surrounding oxygens. 
2. Interactions with vibrations. 
From the-temperature dependence of the vibronic 
spectra, it should be possible to determine how the 
vibrational modes of the host lattice ani those of' the 
centre itself interact with the electronic transition. 
Alternatively, from the vibronic spectra, it may be 
possible to infer information about the vibrational 
modes of the lattice, depending on which is more unknown. 
Here the uranium luminescent centre system seems quite 
promising in determining information about the lattice 
dynamics of many crystal structures which give rise to, 
with uranium, luminescent and absorption spectra con­
taining a wealth of vibrational data (see author's M.Sc. 
thesis for examples). 
This thesis has been mainly concerned with the 
vibrational interaction which has been looked at in light 
of current theories on electron-phonon interactions and 
it has been possible to show that the vibronic spectra is 
closely related to the vibrational spectra in the case of' 
calcium fluoride. 
URANYL SPECTRA 
Since the spectra of uranium in fluoride crystals 
has similar characteristics to that of the uranyl ion 
3. 
an outline is given below oI' aspec ts oI' the uranyl ion 
and spectra tha t appear relevan t. Fuller iTirorma t ion 
can be obtained .from the .following re.ferences:-
E. Rab inowi tch and R.L. Bel.ford "Spectroscopy and 
Pho tochemistry o.f Uranyl Compounds" - Pergamon 1964. 
G.H. D ielrn and A.B.F. Duncan "Spectroscopic Propert ies 
o.f Uranium Compounds" - McGraw H ill 1949. 
G.T. Seaborg and J.J. Katz "The chemistry o.f Ac t inide 
Elements" Methuen 1 957. 
STRUCTURE OF URANYL CRYSTALS: All s truc ture da ta ind ica te 
that the uranyl ion (0 - U - o++) is linear and that there 
is no bend in i t. In solu tion, a bent s tructure has been 
postulated to explain some phenomena but there is an 
al ternat ive explanation using a linear ion. There.fore 
the uranyl ion is considered l inear as there is no real 
evidence to suggest tha t  i t  is not. 
Bond leng ths .for the U - 0 bond in uranyl sal ts vary. 
In the orthourara tes (U02)02ca, (uo2)o2sr, i t  is 1.91R w ith 
the secondary oxygen a toms at  2.3R .from the uran ium a tom 
all lying in approx ima tely the equator ial plane o.f the 
uranyl ion ( three oxygens above, and three below, as 
shown in Fig. 1 .1). 
The tend.ency .for the uranyl ion to have ions (usually 
o2 or F- ions) surround in� it  in the equa torial plane is 
qui te general. In K3U02F5 crystals the uo2F5
3- group 
is a pentagonal bipyram id (i.e • .fluorines are symmetr ically 
placed in thee;i_ua torial plane) w ith the U - O d istance 
1.76A0 , and the U - F distance 2. 24A.
0
• Nitrates and 
carbonates such as RbU02 (N03)3 and uo2co3 have a planar 
arrangement o.f six N03- or co3 oxygens in the equatorial 
plane. Fig. 1 . 2  shows th is .for uo2co3 where U - 0 is 
1 .67A0 w ith the secondary U - 0 dis tances 2.5A0• 
The co-ordina tion number o.f uranium besides tha t due 
to the two uranyl oxygens can vary .from .four to six and 
perhaps even up to eight, and .for a given co-ordina t ion 
number, the ligard arrangement is not .fixed. (Compare 
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Figs 1 . 1  and 1 . 2). This, together wi th the relative 
constancy of the geometry of the uranyl group i tself, 
suggests that strong directed valence bonds join the 
uranyl atoms but that electrostatic forces and packing 
condi tions play the importan t roles in secondary uranium 
ligand bonds, though, of course, some direc ted covalency 
may occur. 
4. 
URANYL CRYSTAL SPECTRA. A t  room temperature the luminescent 
spectra of uranyl compounds consis ts of several bands 
approximately equally spaced (in terms of energy) spread­
ing from about the blue-green to the red region of the 
visible spectrum. The absorption spectra can be 
considered as consis ting of three parts (see Fig. 1.3) 
one of which is an approximate mirror image of the 
luminescent spectra. 
On cooling to 77°K, most of the spectra are groups 
of lines wi th qui te defini te energy differences between 
lines. Most of the lines are vibronic. (i.e. due to 
an electronic and a vibra tional transi tion). Many of 
these lines can be in terpreted as arising from vibrations 
of the uranyl group itself and also some of i ts neigh­
bouring ligands (i.e. No3
- group vibrations occur and 
have been iden tified by isotope shift experiments). 
A linear group such as o-u-o++ has three fundamental 
vibra tions:-
¼- A symmetric bond vibra tion which is Raman active 
or 
<c:- � 
0- U - O 
y� An antisymmetric bond vibration which is infra 
red active. 
o-u "70 or 
,2../� A bending vibration which is infra red active. 
O- U -0 
.... I? 
or 6-u- o 
This is doubly degenerate (since i t  can occur in 
. I 
(j z -
I- z w 
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Figur e 1o3 Spectra of uranyl nitrate, showiTIB different regions. 
Region 1 is an ap�roximate mirror image of the emission 
spectra. 
5. 
two mutually perpendicular planes) and should split into 
two components when tre ion is in an external field of 
:force. 
It is possible to determine these :frequencies :from 
in:fra red absorption and Raman work :for di:f:ferent uranyl 
crystals. Fig. 1.4 gives tre measured :frequencies 
collected :from Raman and in:fra red studies :for three 






Figure 1 ,4* 
U02 (N03)2 Na U02(Acetate)3 Rb uo2 (N03)3 
trn:fra Luminescent In:fra Luminescent In:fra Luminescent 
red & red & red & 
�aman Raman Raman 
cm-1 cm-1 cm-1 cm-1 cm-1 cm-1 
865 874 856 855 883 888 
941 948 931 927 960 962 
210 220(?) 213 
some values could not be measured directly and have 
been in:ferred :from overtones) 
Because the uranyl ion has an external :field on it (due 
to the crystal) rigid selection rules are not :followed and 
it is possible to obtain the Raman active vibration X 
weakly in in:fra-red spectra, and conversely for Vcl: All 
three vibrations are permitted in combination with an 
electronic transition and they do occur. The �� value 
is normally hard to assign since it is generally splito 
If the three vibrations are assumed to be harmonic 
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Mo = mass of an a tom of oxygen 
Mu = mass of an atom of uranium 
perpendicular 
given by:-
In the electronic spec tra, several quanta of 
can occur giving the repe ti tive band or line structure 
common to all uranyl luminescence. Other vibra tions 
occur with only one quanta or coupled to several quanta 
of J/�. I t  is possible to represen t the low temper-
a ture luminescen t spectra of' the uranyl ion by the 
equation:-
v;:: - n,> .2-£ - n '\ Vc,._ - n'" 2i - Z ni ),;_· 
where _v,� is the pure electronic transition 
(resonance transition since it also occurs 
in absorption, i.e. X0 L ----r F O in Fig. 1 • 5). 
n5 = O to 8 i.e. number of' quanta of' ) .:) 
Similarly for = O or 1. 
� "� J..{· refers to the vibra tions of associa ted 
(. 
ligands or crystal as a whole. 
Iden tification of these vibrations has been made 
by known inf'ra red and Raman spectra of the ligands and 
also by isotope substi tution. 
6. 
I 










Figure 1.5 Typical energy levels an:1 transitions 
for the uranyl ion. 
electronic level. 
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Generally as h .s, increases the values of' ½' .1 • J{_ 
and 2Jtr change slightly due to unharmonic ef'f'ects.' 
Above zero temperature there is a chance that lines 
7. 
on the high energy side ot: ),;:: can occur ( anti-Stokes' 
lines, i.e. emission lines occuring at higher energy than 
the exciting absorption line) due to the thermal excitation 
to a higher vibrational state (e.g. X0 -=-? F1 in Fig. 1 . 5). 
In absorption the f'req_uencies ½ , V"- , J/lr-
are changed to � � , ){_J , ).)<r J<- and are found to 
be smaller. (Typically�"" f�a�"'-, andJ-i*',,..__..7��. The 





or may be some higher electronic 
term of' the uranyl ion. (There 
appears to be at least two 
others though identification 
is uncertain). 
0 t-o 8 
0 
,) 
Fig. 1.5 shows the energy level scheme with a second 
electronic level M which is considered "magnetic" since 
it shows Zeeman splitting. At higher temperatures 
absorption lines on the low energy side of .VE: are 
possible due to the thermal excitation of vibrational 
energy on the ground state. 
In Fig. 1 .5 sublevels are not shown for Ve.,,. , 1/ i-
or 1/ · , but they will also occur, and it is to be .. 
noted that since Yu. > 11 that there will be overlapping 
of' the bond groups. 
It is possible to get up to four band groups ot: 
luminescence and absorption overlapping due to anti-




r = 135° 
Temperature dependence of' the third group 
in the luminescence spectra of' uranyl 
chlor·ide. 
Stokes vibrations. These do not appear to be due to 
the upper level M which could give rise to apparent 
anti-Stokes' lines. All the luminescence is assumed 
to come from only one electronic transition though there 
have been suggestions (which remain to be properly tested) 
that there is a second electronic level separated from X0 
or F 0 by 50 cm-1 to 250 cm-1 that gives some of the 
luminescent lines o 
TEMPERATURE EFFECTS: Little experimental work has been 
done on this. The main observations have been taken at 
8.  
readily available temperatures such as 4� 2 °K, 20°K, 77 0K, 
193°K and room temperature. The spectra at room temperature 
show broad bands and these sharpen up as tre temperature 
decreases to give lines at 77°K. Further cooling to 4.2°K 
causes the lines to become even sharper, often splitting 
into two components (see Fig. 1 .6) 
POLAR I ZATION: In properly orientated single crystals of 
uranyl double chlorides or nitrates it is found that the 
absorption spectra are different for light beams polarized 
in two mutually perpendicular planes. When the transmitted 
light is polarized parallel to the optical axis, little 
absorption occurs ani the crystals appear whitish ("white" 
spectrum). Blue light polarized norr.ially to the optical 
axis is absorbed much more strongly than blue light polarized 
parallel to the axis and in the s o-polarized beam the crystals 
appear yellow ("yellow" spectrum). Also the luminescent 
spectra show a similar polarization effect. 
The differences in the yellow and white spectra has been 
talcen to indicate a further multiplicity of excited electronic 
states than those normally considered. However, since these 
effects occur only in low symmetry crystals (triclinic), 
whose detailed structures are not known, they could be 
accounted for on the basis of different local environments 
of the uranyl ion. Further work is required to clarify 
the origin of the polarization effects. 
LIFETIMES: At room temperature the decay time of the 
uranyl luminescence is of the order of 3 x 10-4 sec. 
9. 
which lengthens to about 30 x 10-4 sec. at 4. 2 °K. The 
decay is exponential. This suggests, as is expected, 
that the luminescence is a transition from an excited 
upper state to a ground state with no metastable levels 
involved. (This would prolong the decay time ani also give a 
non-exponential decay). 
Vibrations would help towards non-radiative transitions 
and as the temperature increases the increase in vibrational 
levels will aid non-radiative transitions to these and 
hence the decay time is faster. 
This time of the order of a milli second is typical 
of a magnetic dipole transition or a "forced" electric 
dipole transition (i.e. a forbidden electric dipole 
transition made allowed by vibrational interactions). 
Some worlr has suggested a quadrapole transition, but this 
is in doubt. Rare earth luminescent decay times are of 
the same order of magnitude and these are magnetic dipole 
or forced electric dipole transitions. 
Some uranyl compounds show two luminescent decay times, 
ani further work is required, especially in measuring decay 
times of individual lines or bands in the uranyl spectra. 
Any different electronic levels contributing to the 
luminescence would be expected to have different decay 
times. 
VARIATIONS: The spectra of the uranyl ion can show many 
variations even for the same compound depending on impurities 
or degree of hydration of the crystal. This has often 
caused conflicting results and conclusions by different 
workers on the subject. 
ACTINYL COMPOUNDS: The other actindes form an almost 
++ ++ identical group to the uranyl ion, e.g. Np02 , Pu02 , 
and Amo2
++
. These are also linear ions and form similar 
compounds, but they are non-luminescent and have their own 
absorption spectra. Their vibrational frequencies are 
1 o. 
similar to that of the uranyl ion. Figo 1.7 gives 
the values for the sodium actinyl acetate. 
Figure 1 ,7 





.vs (..,.... �-· 856 844 818 749 
).)(:4. �
-1 931 934 930 914 
These other actinyl groups are helpful in deciding the 
electronic structure of the uranyl group. The uo2++ 
plays a similar role in relation to the actinyl ions as 
1--.,>--
1+ does to the other trivalent rare earth ions, 
in that there is no ground state paramagnetism. 
ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE: While the electronic structure 
is not known fully, an outline is given of some recent 
work since it could have relevance to the uranium 
activated luminescence. References besides the book 
by Rabinowitch and Belford are:-
J.B. Newman, The Johns Hopkins University Caryle 
Barton Laboratory, Technical Report No. Vffi-AF-4, 
April 1964. 
J.B. Newman, J. Chem. Phys. � 1691 (1965) 
From all the chemical evidence the actinyl ions are 
strongly covalent. To account for this a molecular 
orbital (MO) theory of the electronic structure is 
required. In the molecular orbital theory linear 
combinations of atomic orbitals (I.CAO) are written to 
form the MO basis set, even for those that remain 
substantially unchanged on an atomic core when these cores 
are bound together to form molecules. The self-consistent 
field (SCF) solution is determined by varying the co-
11 • 
efficients of the atomic orbitals (AO) in all the MO's. 
For the large number of electron (106) involved in the 
uranyl ion a rather lengthy calculation is needed. 
However, it is possible to consider the atoms as an 
electronic core surrounded by valence electrons which 
only take part in the bonding. For the uranyl ion 
the AO's required are the 5f, 6d, 7s, 7P from the uranium 
and the 2s, 2p from the oxygen. This leaves the cores 
K2 L8 M18 N32 5s2 5p6 5d10 6s 2 6p6 for the uranium (u6+) 
and K2 for the oxygen. 
Under the symmetry group J�k ( � J,�, 1n) for the free 
uranyl ion only those AO' s with the same representation 
will combine to form MO's. Fig. 1. 8 lists these with 
their representation labels. In the coordinate system 
used, the molecular axis is taken to coincide w ith the z 
axis of the (x, y, z) coordinate system. The uranium 
nucleus is located at z = o and the two oxygens nuclei 
for ground state equilibrium at z = ± R0 • Primed and 
double primed z - coordinates are used to distinguish 
the two oxygen nuclei. The z and z' systems are parallel 
to each other and antiparallel to z". 
Figure 198 
Uranium Orbitals and Oxygen Group Orbitals in ])oe J.... . 
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From the A0 1 s in F ig. 1.8 a MO set can be formed to 
give a possible ground state conf iguration for the uranyl 
ion. One way of do ing th is (at present the only 
quant itat ive way) is to cons ider overlap integrals to 
calculate bonding strengths. Newman has considered 
these for different radial funct ions for uranium and h is 
results are g iven in F ig. 1.9 w ith a compar ison. 
Wave functions 
Hartree-Fock-Slater 
Belford & Belford 
Hartree 
relat ivist ic 
F igure 119 
URAlNL OVERLAPS 
u-o crf distance 
0 
1 .67A 0.054 
1 .92R 0•038 
0 
1 •67A 0-066 
1 •92R 0 • 052 
1 ·671 0 •081 
0 
1 ·92A 0.075 
11f ., cl 
0.051 0·188 
0 •029 0· 185 
0·075 0·1 75 
0•047 0•1 92 
0 • 133 0 • 132 
0•090 o . 141 









(n�)4 (�+y- (ITJ� (v:_+) .,__ as the most l ikely ground 
state of the free uranyl ion. There are two main features 
of th is coni' igurat ion which was not expected from earl ier 
work:-
1 • The strength of the ·tr bonds. These were assumed 
to be weak but are in fact stronger than v bonds. 
2 0 The weakness of f orbital bonds. Nearly all bond ing 
can be ascr ibed to d orb itals with l it tle or no f electron 
contr ibut ion 0 It had been assumed that f orb ital bond-
ing was strong to expla in the paramagnetic suscept ib ility. 
However, it is poss ible to expla in it on mostly d -
orb ital contr ibut ions. 
13. 
The above MO solution only gives consideration to a free 
uranyl ion. There are two other factors influencing the 
ion and its electronic state: -
1. The vibrational interaction of the uranyl ion with 
its electronic levels. 
2. The interaction of the uranyl ion with surrouniing 
ligands. 
The uranyl ion never appears free but always co­
ordinated with other ligands which for most cases reduces 
the symmetry from ,11':>i.,. to ]\ >\ (f M ?-...) 
To account for the effect of ligands using a MO theory 
becomes impossible due to the large number of nuclei and 
electrons involved. A simpler theoretical model is 
required and Newman has considered applying that of the 
Ligand Field Theory. He gives two lines of attack 
which seem promising and capable of quantitative investi­
gations. These are given below to show how the problem 
can be handled, as an analogous situation could be set 
up for the uranium activated luminescence. 
The first assumes that the excitation of the 
luminescent level takes place by electron transfer from 
some oxygen orbital (AO or group symmetry orbital) to an 
empty 5f orbital ( or one of the )00 h. orbital base 
functions, presumably a component of a 5f uranium orbital). 
This gives a formal charge distribution (o-1 u3+ o-1-). 
From chemical evidence the formal charge on the uranium 
atom is known to be between +3 and +6 and on each uranyl 
oxygen, between 4 and +2. 
The second model is based on the formal charge 
distribution (o- u4+ o-) and has 5f orbitals occupied in 
the ground state. The spectra can therefore be 
discussed on the basis of an u4+ ion in a f 2 configuration, 
in the field of the two collinear o- ions. An inter-
mediate - to - strong field model appears to be required 
for this r2 configuration in the uranyl ion. 
14. 
CONCLUSION: As yet there is no satisfactory theory for the 
uranyl ion thol;_gh a large amount of experimental data exist. 
However, it appears that not sufficient systematic measure­
ments have been undertaken on the uranyl ion and the other 
actinyl ions. These experiments should follow up 
calculations or predictions from some theory. 
URANIUM ACTIVATED LUMINESCENCE 
The literature on this subject is not very large ani 
the list of references given below covers almost all 
published papers in this field. (They represent all 
the papers consulted by the author. There are several 
early Russian papers (in Russian) not consulted or listed 
below). The papers are grouped together in terms of 
their age and continuity. 
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The review of the field given below is based on the 
more well established ideas concerning observations made 
on· the activated luminescence. Nearly all the important 
work has been done on LiF and NaF crystals (since they 
are more easily grown than the other fluorides). These 
are therefore presented in some detail. How these 
fluoride phosphors are related to the others remains to 
be investigated. 
MODEL OF LUMINESCENT CENTRE: As mentioned above, the 
uranyl ion can give rise to luminescence when it is an 
impurity in some crystal lattice or glass. Generally 
the luminescent spectra consists of equally spaced bands 
at almost the same repetitive frequency (860 cm -1) of the 
uranyl spectra. Many fluoride lattices appeared to give 
16. 
quite different spectra. On cooling, the spectra consists 
of many lines or sharp bands and the repetitive nature is 
not obvious. At room temperature there is only one 
broadish band ani not several of approximately the same 
intensity. 
It was suggested that a new luminescent centre was 
formed which was not just simply uranyl ion. The 
principle of charge compensation was used to build up a 
model of the centre. For LiF and NaF a uranium atom 
would replace the metal ion, e.g. a u6+ (radius o.83A) 
·replaces a Na+ (radius 0 •95R), leaving five excess positive 
charges. To balance this charge five oxygen ions, o2 -
(radius 1.40R) were assumed to r�lace five fluorine ions 
p- (radius 1.36X), thus neutralizing the charge. (Feofilov's 
model Fig. 1.10). An alternative is one where 6 o2- ions 
go in with a fluorine vacancy nearby. (Runciman's model 
Fig. 1.11). It is well established that oxygen is 
present at the centre from isotopic substitution effects 
on the i:pectra of NaF (U), and also by controlling the 
amount of oxygen present in making the phosphors. 
These two possible centres have different symmetries. 
Feofilov' s model is effectively orientated along the C4 
axis of the crystal (Fig. 1. 10) while Runciman' s of along 
the C3 axis (Fig. 1 . 11). There are two experimental 
methods of distinguishing between them and both suggest 
that the centre is along the C4 axis. The methods are 
polarization experiments and stress spectra. Both of 
these require clear single crystals and are taken on the 
luminescent spectra. 
The two experimental me�hods depend on the fact that 
I 
the centre is anisotropic even though it is in a cubic 
crystal lattice. In the polarization experiments the 
exciting light is polarized parallel to a crystal axis 
and the angle of polarization rotated. The resulting 
degree of polarization of the luminescence is observed as 
FIG. I .  l O  
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0 AN I ON lC VACA NCY 
a f'unction of' the angle of' rotation. From L .:_ -. theory 
it is possible to calculate the results for dif'f'erent 
orientations of' the centre, and these are compared with 
those f'ound experimentally. This method can also 
distinguish between magnetic an:l electric dipole trans­
itions an:l this has been done f'or many lines in the 
luminescen t spectra of LiF (U) and Na.F (U) (see below). 
When an unaxial stress is ap :;lied to a cubic crystal 
a shif't in the position of' an electronic transition of an 
anisotropic centre will occur. This gives the stress 
spectra of' the crystal. The shif't may be positive or 
negative (in energy) so that it generally would appear 
as if' the line is split. (Actual line splitting may 
also occur if' a degenerate electronic level is present). 
From the splitting pattern f'or stress along dif'f'erent 
axes, it is possible to determine the orientation of' the 
centre. If' in addition polarization experiments are 
carried out, and also the dependence of' the splitting on 
various stresses noted, it is possible to say something 
about the actual symmetry of the luminescent centre. 
All results show that the centre is orientated along 
t he  C4 axis. However, several types of' centres are 
pre sent since dif'�erent types of splittings (and polar-
izations) are f'ound. An explanation for the var ious 
centres can be made on the basis of the uranyl ion. The 
linear uranyl ion is assumed t o  replace the metal cation 
and two fluorines and this f'orms the optical core of' the 
centre along a C4 axis. This is responsible f'or the 
optical emission and the dif':ferent centres arise f'rom the 
various methods of charge compensation. In the f'irst 
17. 
approximat ion of a ur anyl ion, only the ligands in the 
equator ial plane will ef'fect it. (see above on crystal 
structure etc.). Figure 1. 12 gives the first coordin ­
ation sphere around the urnnium and the resultine; symmetry. 
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assumed to occur further away and w i ll have l ittle effect 
on the spectra (may cause broaden ing due to unresolved 
spl i tting). 
All the types of centres in F ig. 1.12 are requ ired to 
expl ain the spl ittings observed. A tetragonal one can 
ar ise from case (a) and (f), and si�ilarly, a rhomb ic 
one from (d) o Spl ittings which requ ire C2� symmetry 
fall into two types, depen::l ing on the polar ization. 
Centres (b) and (e) are sim ilar wh ile cen tre (c) w ill 
give a different polarization dependence. (N.B. a bent 
uranyl ion has symmetry C2v ) .  No assessment has been 
made on the importance of each model in contr ibuting to 
the spectr a. 
LUMINESCENT SPECTRA : For L i  F (U) and Na F (U) the 
luminescent spec tra c an be divided into two reg ions (no t 
necessarily separ ate), a long wavelength reg ion an::1 a short 
w avelength reg ion. The short wavelength reg ion overlaps 
a part of the absorption spectra and contains several 
resonance l ines. The lone wavelength reg ion has no t any 
resonance l ines ( apart from the f irst) and forms a series 
of vibrational bands s im ilar to uranyl spec tra bu t with two 
types of electron ic transitions, electr ic dipole and 
m agnetic. The spectra can be descr ibed by the following 
equat ions. 
for L i  F (U) 
and for Na F (U) 
)/ ek = 19286 
V mk = 18947 
V ek = 18093 
)./ mk = 1 7 743 
800 k 
800 k 




-1 cm , 
1 , 2 
cm-1 
cm-1 , 
k = 0,1 ,2,3. 
There are several other lines an d bands with the same 
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19. 
In Fig. 1 . 13 the energy level scheme is given for 
Li F (U) and Na F (U), showing two excited states from which 
the luminescence occurs. This has been shown from some 
simple temperature dependence work. 
Variations occur in the short wavelength spectra 
according to the method of prepar2-tion of the phosphor. 
These variations can be quite marked and definite since 
it often means the appearance or non-appearance of some 
strong luminescent lines or bands (also of weak ones). 
An explanation for these can be based on several possib­
ilities. 
1. The ef fect of re-absorption. 
2. A second electronic trans ition. 
3. A different type of luminescen t centre forming. 
Effects 1 and 3 are the most likely on the evidence avail­
able, though 2 cannot be ruled out altogether. 
ABSORPTION SPECTRA: The absorption spectra of Li F (U) 
shows no clear reg ularities and is unusual in that there 
are at least fifteen resonance lines. However, Na F (U) 
shows a vibrational structure of frequency 630 cm-1 
(cf 708 cm-1 in luminescence) and also like Li F (U) has 
absorption bands in the ultra-violet. Many absorption 
lines may no t belon g to the lumine scent centre as such 
things as colour centres etc. are likely to occur. 
Many of the lines in absorption and in emission are 
very narrow (for solid s tate spectra) and are often less 
than 1 cm-1 wide. 
DECAY TIMES: The decay is mostly exponential, and the 
decay time depends on the wavelength of the emitted light. 
For Na F (U) there are approximately three main decay 
t imes, 7 • 8 x 10-4 sec ., 6.4 x 10-4 sec., and 5. 5 x 10-4 
sec. at 77°K (N.B.: Decay times de�end on sample thick­
ness and concentre.tion and values given are for lov, concen -
trations and thin specimens). Similar values are found 
for Li F (U). 
Ca F2 (u) and SrF2 (u) have decay times of about 
20. 
2. 5 x 10-4 sec., and show less var iat ion w ith wavelength 
(on ly d ifference is at head of lum inescent s er ies where 
re-absorpt ion may be important). 
OTHER FLUORIDES : F ig. 1 .14 gives a l ist of the uranium 
act ivated fluor ides known to lum inescence. They are 
l isted under crystal structure type w ith a brief comment 
on their spectra. The metal ion radius is also given 
for a comparison w ith the uranium ion radius. Ap art 
from reporting the spectra and occasional measurement of 
the wavelengths , not much work has been carried out on 
them apart from Na F (U) and L i  F (U). 
F igure 1 ,14 
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CONCLUSION : A picture of the luminescence of Li F (U) 
and Na F (U) phosphors has now emerged based on experi-
mental evidence. This is that the lumine scence is due 
to a uranyl ion -substituted into the crystal lattice. 
The spectra being modified by the various means of charge 
compensation . One type of centre predominates and its 
electronic level was given in Fig . 1 .13 . From the decay 
t imes and the approx imately equal intensi ties of the 
electric and magnetic dipole transitions, it is evident 
that the transition is a "forbidden" one made allowed 
by some vibrational interaction . Further development 
of the centre awaits the solution of the electronic 
structure for t he uranyl ion . This can then serve 
as a startin g point for further work (or the spectra may 
serve as a test for the s tructure of the ion) o 
No work has been done to explain the origin and 
nature of the sharp lines and the many bands observed. 
These will belong to v ibrations of the centre and the 
crystal lattice and co ·ld help to provide in :formation 
about the lattice dynamics o:f several crystals . For 
Li F (U) and Na F (U) this is somewhat complicated due to 
several transitions occurrin [.'., but not so :for CaF2 (u) . 
Also since it is not possible to fit a uranyl ion tot ally 
into lattice sites in calcium fluoride, it is of interest 
to find out whether the uranyl ion is still responsible 
for the luminescence. 
CHAPTER I I  
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
SAMPLE PREPARATION: Three methods were adopted for obtain­
ing samples. 
1 .  Powder samples were made by mix ing uranyl nitrate and 
calcium fluoride powders together and heatin g to above 
1 oco0c (melting point of calcium fluoride is 14OO°c) in air. 
Both reagents were of "Analar" or higher grade purity. 
Several samples were made with various concentrations of 
uranium from about 0.01 % to 1(% ( fraction of uranium atoms 
to calcium atoms). All of these were capable of luninescing 
(see Chapter III). The higher concentration samples were 
orange in colour, and sometimes a green (non -luminesc ing) 
powder was also formed. 
Because the h igh concentration of uranium could possibly 
di stort the lattice or cause new com:Jound forraation, X-ray 
powder diffraction pho tographs were taken . These showed 
that any distortion of the lattice was not detectable. 
However, some extra lines appeared . One group was due to 
ca lcium oxide, and appeared in some samples ani not in others 
(see below). The other group of lines were that of a face 
centred cubic lattice with a lat tice constant a 0 = 8 .28.£. 
These only occurred in some high concentration samples, 
and were very weak . E.G. Stevrard and W .A. Runc lman, 
Nature 11,g 75 ( 1 953), have shown that calcium oxide and 
uranium can form a compound Ca3UO6 wh ich is face centred 
cubic with a0 = 8 • 29A, and it seems most probable that it has 
formed here, using CaO formed from the hydrolysis of CaF2 0 
Strontium fluoride powder samples were atte�pted but 
SrF2 went to SrO far too readily to get suitable �owders 
by this method. 
2. Crystalline Samples. An atte .npt was made to see if 
crystal of calcium fluoride could be grown . The greatest 
d ifficulty with growing CaF2 (or SrF2 , BaF2) is the strong 
tendency to hydrolyse to give the oxide with any mo isture or 
23 0 · 
oxygen presen t (see for example D. Lewis and H. Pearson 
J. App. Phys. 2,2 1 939 ( 1 964). It should be grown in a 
hydrogen fluoride atmosphere to prevent this. 
With the furnace ava ilable, it  was poss ib le only to use 
an inert atmosphere of nitrogen. The samp les were heated 
above the melting point of CaF2 and the temperature lowered 
slowly at a few tens of degrees an hour. This produced a 
crystalline lump of CaF2 (U) which was greenish in colour 
(most probably due to u4+) and which did not luminesce, 
until roasted in air at 700°c. The material then had a 
whitish appearance due to Cao precipitated in the C aF2 
lattice. 
Several tr ies were made bu t it was not poss ible to 
get clear luminescing crystals suitable for ob tainin g 
absorption spectra by transmission methods. A fa irly 
thick crystal would be re�uired as the absorption from 
powders was very weak. 
In at tempting to make the higher concentra tion samples, 
a large amount of black material was produced. This could 
be due to some react ion of the uranium with  the carbon 
cruc ibles used. Thus i t  was not possible to obtain 
crystalline samples with a h igh concentrat ion of uranium. 
3 . Commerc ial Samples. Some crystals of CaF2, SrF2 and 
BaF2 conta ining uranium were obtained from " Semi-Elements". 
These had a green ish colour and did not luminesce. They 
contained largely u4+ ions. Ch ips from these of CaF2 
and SrF2 were heated to about 8oo
0c .  This caused them to 
luminesce and also to go milky due to the oxide forming. 
As the oxygen must diffuse in from the outside, the centre 
of the chip was not luminescent but was now a dark brown. 
The dark brown most probably due to u6+ ions w ithout oxygen 
for ch arge compensation (see P. G�rlich, H. Karras, R. 
Lehmann Phys. Stat. Sol. 1 389 (1 961 )). 
Spectra of the samples is civen in Chap ter III  and they 
are sim ilar to the one report ed by GBrl ich et al. 
SPECTRA: The luminescence was excited by a black 
24. 
mercury lamp with ultra violet radiation of mainly 3650X. 
Absorption spectra were taken by reflection or transmission 
methods using a tungaten filament lamp for the visible and 
a hydrogen discharge lamp for the ultra violet. The spectra 
were recorded on a prism spectrograph or a grating spectro­
graph. 
PRISM SPECTROGRAPHS: Two Hilger instruments were used. 
A medium quartz spectrograph and an automatic large quartz 
and glass spectrograph. These were used for the general 
investigation of the spectra. The large glass spectrograph 
was mostly used havinc a dispersion of 9R/111IIl at 5000R compared 
0 
to 65A/mm for the medium instrument. Slit width of 20p 
(1p. = 10-6 m) was typically used and the plates used were 
the Ilford R40 and Astra III for the ultra violet to visible 
region and Kodak II L for the near ini'ra-red. The photo-
graphic process was very useful in finding weak emission 
lines and much structure of interest was found this way by 
taking very prolonged exposures. 
For measuring wavelengths the medium spectrograph has 
an internal scale and wavelengths could generally be measured 
to within 10R. For the large an iron arc calibration 
was required and lines fitted to a Hartman formula. This 
enabled lines to be measured to 11. 
GRATING SPECTROGRAPH: A 3.4 metre Ebert spectrograph manu­
factured by the J amel-Ash Company was used for photo­
electric recording of the spectra, and for investigating the 
temperature dependence of line shapes and shifts. 
Over various runs three photomultipliers were used. 
1. RCAIP2I. 
2. EhlI 6255S. 
3. EMI 9558Q. 
These all gave satisfactory performances, the 9558 tube 
while slightly noisier was better for the red end of the 
spectrum. An electrometer amplifier was used to detect 
the signal which was then recorded by a chart recorder. 
25. 
The grating used was a replica of a MIT gr3ting with 
7620 grooves per inch and blazed for 59°. This meant that 
the luminescent spectra being centred around 5200A was taken 
in the sixth order. To prevent overlapping of orders, 
wide band interference filters were used in the entrance 
optics. 
Entrance and exit slit widths of 3CJ1 were used to 
give reasonable light intensity for the detect ing system. 
This corresponds to a spectral slit width of o.ol.J for 
the sixth order. Since line widths of interest were not 
narrower than 0. 4A. this gave quite adequate resolution. 
For this line the spectral slit width would cause an error 
of 0. 5% in width using the formula. 
+ -= 
u� = observed line width 
� 
6 5 = spectral slit width 
5, = true line width 
(This assumes a Gaussian line shape, see H. C. Vande Hulst 
and J .J. M. Reesinck Astrophys J. 106 1 21 ( 1 947) for a 
discussion on the validity of the equation). 
The absolute wavelength calibration for the spectrograph 
was checked using mercury lines and was found to be accurate 
to ± o. 2-R over the spectral range of interest. 
Wovelength readings were taken off a counter which  gave 
values of h /\. ( n the order and )\ the wavelength). 
This could be read to within one division, so that the errors 
o -1 
in readings are ± 0.1A or ± 0. 5 cm • So the error in 
taking the difference of two readings is ± 1 cm-1 • This 
would represent the accuracy in considering line shifts. 
For line widths or separation of lines the accuracy can be 
higher, depending on the speed of scan, since the meas ure­
ments are taken on the same record. 
An intensity calibration was also carried out to find 
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multiplier and filters) . To do this a calibrated tungsten 
strip lamp was put in place of the luminescent sample. The 
lamp had a calibration of colour (brightness) temperature 
versus current. This was converted into true temperature 
versus current by using tables in the American Institute 
of Physics Handbook 1 957 (which also gives the blackbody 
radiation function) . Thus, by using known values of the 
emissivity of tungsten as a function of wavelength (J.C. De 
Vos Physica 20 690 (1954) give most recent and accurate data) 
and the blackbody radiation function, the spectral output 
of the lamp can be calculated. From the response of the 
system to this spectra, it is quite sim11le to obtain a 
calibration curve to give correct relative intensities for 
emission spectra. (See Fig. 2.1 for typical correction 
curves by which spectra obtained should be multiplied. 
N . B. curves do not have the same normalization) . 
DEWARS : For spectra taken with photographic plates, the 
samples were immersed direct ly in liquid nitrogen (77°K )  
or liquid helium (4• 2
°
K )  by using suitable glass dewars. 
Before a metal dewar (see below) became available some 
photo-electric recording was made using these dewars. 
Providing the bubbles in the boiling liquid were kep t small, 
the time constant in the r ecording SJ'S tem was sufficient 
to remove the noise caused by them. 
For the varia.ble temp erature work, a metal dewar obtained 
from "Andonian Associates" was used. In this dewar the 
sample is mounted on a cold finger in vacuum and the temper­
ature of the finger measured using a gold-cobalt or a copper­
constant&n thermocouple with a microvoltmeter. 
To con trol the temperature, an electrical heater was 
wound around the sample holder (or cold finger) which was 
attached to the liquid helium tank by a hollow stainless steel 
tube. In  the tube the gas pressure (helium or nitrogen) 
could be changed to va.ry the rate of heat flow from the sample 
to coolant. By suitably varying the heater current and the 
gas pressure, a wide range of temperatures could be obtained 
27 . 
and maint ained . From 5 ° K to 70°K l i quid helium was used 
and from 65 K to nearly room temp er ature liquid ni trogen 
was used in the liquid helium tank instead . Temperature s 
below 77°K for l i qu id nitrogen were obtained by pumping 
on the tank to lower the pressure above the liquid ni trogen 
caus ing the temper ature to drop . 
The accuracy to which the temperature could be controlled 
depended on the temperature . Near the temperatur e of the 
reference junc t ion ( e ither 77°K or 4• 2°K ) the samp le could 
be he ld w ithin t- 0 • 5°K wh ile for temperatures further 
away it could be held to 1 3°K at the wor s t . The temper-
ature of the sample it self c ould be one or two degrees 
higher than tha t measured by the thermocouples due to  local 
he at ing of  the sample by the inc oming radiat ion from the 
lamp . 
Figure 2 . 2 give s a general view of the dewar mounted 
on the 3 • 4 m spectrograph with assoc iated equipment . 
E . S,R. SPECTRA : Using an X-band spe c trometer a search at 
77°K and ro om temperature was made fo r any poss ible resonances  
in  the uranium ac t ivat ed crys tals . No obv ious spe c tra was 
found for the luminescent samples Li F ( U ) , Na F ( U) and 
Ca  F2 ( U ) . Though there were faint s irrns of some lines , 
these cou ld be due to  other impuri t ies . Snmple s of Li F( U) 
which had been melted in a furnace with no oxygen gave a 
broad line at g = 2 ,  but these sample s  did no t give the 
normal luminescence . They gave instead a red lumine scence 
typical of co lour centre s in LiF . ( P .  G�rlich , H . Karras , 
G .  K�t i tz , Phys . Stat . Sol .  2 1 803 ( 1 963 ) .  
These re sul ts show tha t there are no free sp ins 
as soc iated with the luminescent centre and that there are no 
c olour centres present . Extens ion of the measurements to  
o ther frequenc ies and 4 • 2 °K may give some res onances which 
would be helpful in determining the bonding arrangement of 
the centres . 
POLARIZATION SPECTRA : Exc i tinf:; light fr om a Bausch and 






Glan-Thompson prism and focussed onto a single crystal. 
The resulting luminescence was analysed for any polar-
ization by a Babinet compensator. Na F (U) crystals 
28. 
showed some degree of polarization, as expected from the 
work of Feofilov and others (see Chapter I). However , for 
Ca F2 (u) and Sr F2 (U) no obvious polarization was found (a 
degree of polarization greater than 2% can be detected with a 
Babinet compensator). The test was tried for both absorp-
tion bands, one in the near ultra-violet ( 3500R ) and the 
other near the luminescence ( 5000A) . This does not 
convincingly show that there is no polarization since the 
crystals were milky due to Cao precipitates and this would 
scatter the light causing depolarization. 
CHAPTER I II 
RESULTS 
ABSORPTION SPECTRA. Some small chips of the crystalline 
samples and the "Semi-Elements" crystal of CaF2 (u) proved 
suitable for some absorption spectra by transmission. 
Figure 3. 1 summarizes the results for the ultra-violet 
absorption spectra. 
Figure 3, 1 













centre of a broad band 
�jc wavelengths as from the medium spectrograph with an 
+ 0 
accuracy of _ 5A. 
29 . 
Many of these bands will be due to oxygen in the CaF2 crystal 
and also due to Ca (OH) 2 or Caco3 on the surfaces. (P. G�rlich, 
H. Karras, R. Lehmann, Phys. Stat. Sol. 1 389 (1961)). The 
band centred at 3420 K is very weak and-broad but is the one 
used to excite the luminescence, and it seems likely that it 
belongs to the luminescent centre. However, it could be 
due to the oxygens used for charge compensation and the 
30. 
ab sorbed energy i s  tr ansferred from these t o  the elec tronic 
sys tem ( as sumed on the ur anium atom) re spons ible for the 
luminescence . 
Several l ines we re found in the red and near infra-red 
region for many samples , but no t all ,  poss ibly due to the 
0 
weakness  of some l ine s .  These l ine s are at 91 48A , 
748oi , and 6055X ( these do no t corre sp ond to any lines  of 
u3+ or u4
+ 
in caF2) .  Some of the l ines appear to have 
weak struc ture as soci ated wi th them , but were beyond the 
l imit of measurement for a pho tographic  plate . 
bands in CaF2 for regions ne ar the se line s have 





absorpt ion l ine at  6055A is pos s ibly associa ted wi th sec ondary 
luminescent bands centred at  6049i and 6521 R ( see be low under 
Sec ondary Luminescence) . However , the abs orption l ine can 
occur in samples wh ich do no t give the luminescence . No 
0 
explanation has been found for the o ther two l ines , 91 48A 
0 0 
and 7480A . The 91 48A l ine appears to be very sharp . 
From the higher conc entrat ion powder s ,  it  was poss ible 
to obtain a very weak absorption spectra in the same region 
as the luminescent spec tra.  F ilters were used to prevent 
any ultra-violet light from the tungsten lamp caus ing 
luminescence . The line s obtained are given in Figure 3 . 2 .  
The value s given may b e  in error s inc e the l ines were very 
weak and hard to locate . 
Fi_gure 3.2 
Visible Absorption Spectra for CaF2 (u) 
"- i y cm -
1 .6. Y  cm -1 COMMENT 
5000.4 19992 824 
5035.6 19853 685 A Y  also in luminescence 
5090. 2 19640 472 
5127.9 19496 328 �v also in luminescence 
5144. 7 19432 264 .C:. V also in luminescence 
5158. 2 19381 213 
5188.3 19269 101 
5215.5 19168 0 resonance line. Type I 
5275 .1 18952 - 216 resonance line. Type II 
This spectra was obtained from a high concentration 
sample (0. 3% U) and the lines can belong to either Type I 
or Type II centres (see below under Concentration Effects). 
The resonance lines are assumed as they are very close to 
31. 
lines found in luminescence. For Type I absorption spectra 
there are at least three lines corresponding to vibrational 
frequencies found in the luminescent spectra. Actual band 
intensities should be compared with the intensities for the 
luminescent spectra to see if the vibrational structure is 
similar. (This would, as mentioned in Chapter II, require 
clear thick crystals). Type II spectra has a resonance 
line at 5275.1i and some of the absorption lines could belong 
to this spectra, but at present it is difficult to identify 
any. Both resonance lines ap�ar as doublets, but were 
not well resolved due to the broadish nature of the lines. 
32. 
CONCENTRATION EFFECTS: The luminescent spectra of the Ca.F2 
po fders with varying concentrations of uran ium showed 
differences. A description of the spectra can be based 
on cons idering that there are two types of spectra present, 
Type I and Type II. The or igin of the two spectra is 
most probably due to two different luminescent centres. 
Explanations based on a s in gle centre meet grave difficult ies 
in postulating a l ikely energy level scheme, and also in 
explaining the observed temperature dependence o 
For low concentrations the spectra is that of one centre 
only (see Figure 3.3). F igures 3.3 to 3.6 give the un-
corrected chart recorder output from the Ebert spectrograph. 
The type of photomultipl ier ( P .M )  tube used and the temperature 
of the sample are ind icated. Since the spec tra were taken 
under very similar conditions the area under the spectral 
curves gives some idea of the relative intens ities of the 
lum inescence for the d ifferent samples (e.g. that of Figure 
3. 5 is the most intense). Type I spectra is character-
o 
ized by a sharp no-phonon l ine (see Chapter IV) at 5212.7A 
with a vibrat ional structure on the side. Th is vibrat ional 
structure is approx imately repeated on the s ide of the l ine 
at 5420.6R. The repetit ion of this structure is more 
evident on a photographic plate than on a chart record since 
the intens i ty becomes too low for the structure to show up 
on the chart. It is possible to represent the spectrum 
by the equation:-
k 
2/ =  
= 
191 79 730 k n. ,  v' .  l I. 
0, 1 , 2  or 3 (very weak at k = 3) 
-1 cm 
is a latt ice or local mode frequency (see 
Chapter IV) and has the values 147, 194, 266, 
297, 325, 385, 438, 609 cm-1• 
Not all are sharp lines but rather bands, 
espec ially for k � 1 
n · = 0 or 1 no combinations of the v. are t � 
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For most samples as prepared there was an additional no-phonon 
0 
line at 5198.6A with a vibrational series, the first line 
0 at 5404. 8A i.e. the series could be represented by: -
Y =  19230 - 730k cm-1 
k = O, 1 , 2, or 3. 
There appears to be no values of associated with this 
line. For most crystal samples an:l reheated powder samples 
this series of lines is absent or very weak (see Figure 3.4). 
The intensity of the line is often greater than the no-phonon 
0 
line at 5212.7A which will have some reabsorption since it is 
a resonance line. There appears to be no absorption line 
0 
corresponding to the 5198.6A line. Both lines however 
have almost the same width and also the same temperature 
dependence for position an:i width (see Chapter V). Besides 
this intense "extra" no-phonon line often there are other 
weaker sharp lines (see spectra in Chapters III  and IV) near 
0 
the 52 1 2.7A line and these also have the same width and 
temperature dependence of the intense lines. SrF (U) also 
has these extra lines but some of them do have an effect on 
the vibrational structure while for CaF2 (u) , if such an 
effect occurs, it is not obvious. 
The origin of these extra lines is not clear and re quires 
further investigation. Variations in the main type of 
centre seem the most likely origin of these extra lines. 
Each extra no-phonon line being associated with a different 
centre which causes an energy shift of the line. 
These vari ations can take the form of lattice defects 
or even impurities close to the lwninescent cen tre. Another 
possibility is two or more centres being close to each other 
and causing some interaction. Heat treatment would give 
some mobility to these defects so that they could be destroyed 
or reduced. A well grown crystal would be expected to have 
little or no defects. This would help ex plain the 
34. 
variations due to sample preparation , but does not help to 
explain the lack of vibrational structure. The fact that 
there is no structure would imply that very rigid selection 
rules would apply to these centres. However, the 
variations in the centre would lower the symmetry and hence 
would tend to allov, more vibronic transitions. Explanations 
based on a single type of centre with "extra" energy levels 
(either electronic or vibrational) do not explain the 
temperature dependence which is almost opposite to that 
required. 
At higher concentr�tions (i.e. 1%) Type II spectra 
predominates (see Figure 3.5). This is characterized by 
two lines (actually they are doublets) at 5280.� (18934 cm -1) 
and at 5320.5A (18792 cm-1). The line at 528o.3X oc curs in 
0 
absorption also. There is a band at 5384.7A (or 366 cm-1 
from the resonance line). This pat tern is repeated with a 
repetitive frequency of about 740cm-1 several times (i.e. 
0 0 
the lines at 5493.5A and 5539.6A are the start of the second 
series). As is seen in Figure 3.5 there is other vibrational 
structure present but the values do not agree with those 
found in Type I sp ectra. 
As the concentration of uranium is in creased from say 
0.01% to 10% there is a gradual change in the spectra from 
Type I to Type II. Type II first appearing at about 0.1%. 
At high con centrations , only, a band is formed (Figure 3.6) 
and the samples luminesce weakly at room temperature but 
become considerably stronger on cooling to 77°K. The 
in terpretation of these concentration changes is that as the 
con centration of uranium in creases the formation of a second 
type of centre becomes favourable. An absorption band due 
to Type II centres overlaps the luminescent spe ctra of Type I 
so that light emitted by Type I can be absorbed and appear 
as light emitted by Type II centres. Thus the spectra 
consists largely of Type II even though there are a considerable 
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number of Type I centres (as seen from the absorption spectra). 
As the concentration is increased further some of the Type II 
radiation must be reabsorbed and the intensity of some lines 
drops (Figure 3.6). Strong absorption bands (bes ides weaker 
lines) can be seen in reflection spectra taken off the powder 
samples. 
On cooling samples giving Type II spectra to 4. 2 °K 
0 
the 5212.7A line is enhanced. 
be given of this assuming Type 
No simple explanation can 
I and Type II spectra arise 
from the same centre, but different electronic levels. 
Different centres can explain this, as they will, in general, 
have different temperat ure dependence. 
The rest of the investigations in this thesis on CaF2 (u) 
luminescence were m ade on the low concen tration Type I spectra, 
as crystalline samples of these could be made or obtained 
(see Chapter II). The origin of Type II spectra requires 
further investigation and especially to see if crystals 
containing it can be made. 
SECONDARY LUMINESCENCE: Some samples of CaF2 (U) showed a 
secondary luminescence not dependent on concentration. This 
luminescence was very weak and only s l:.owed up on prolonged 
exposures. It consisted of two almost identical sets of lines 
centres at 81 and 82 (see Figure 3.7). 
Fip:ure 3,7 
Secondary Luminescence Lines 
Designation 1' 1 .}/cm-1 Designation 0 -1 A y cm 
�1 "f,2 6509.0 15359 
o<... ,  6042.5 16545 o(,.._ 6514.0 15347 
81 6049.0 16527 82 6521 . 8  15329 
A1 6061.4 16493 A2 6534.0 15302 
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The s eparation of the two sets  of l ine s i s  1 , 1 97 cm Very 
prolonged exposur es did no t show any o ther lines . However , 
l ines corresponding to higher energi es  could be los t  in the 
normal luminescence spec tra . The int ens i ty of s 2 was 
greater th an that  of s 1 ( pos s ibly due to reabsorpt ion , see 
above under Absorpt ion Spe ctra ) . 
An explanat ion of the se lines can be made on the bas i s  
of an 02 ion. J .  Ro lfe , J . Chern . Phys . 1±Q 1 664 ( 1 9 6L� ) 
inves t igated the lumine scence of 02 ions in alkal i halide 
cryst als . The se gave a ser ies  of line s , the mos t int ense 
of which were  at about 6000A , sepnrated by a vibrational 
fre quency o� about 1 , 1 70cm-1 ( c . f . 1 , 1 97 cm-1 ) corre sponding 
to the known vibrat ional fre quency of o2- (Notat ion used in 
Figure 3 . 7 i s  ba sed on that of Ro lfe ' s ) . Whi le the re i s  
no report of o2- lum ine scence in al 1rnl ine earth hal ide s , it  
i s  reasonable to  as sume tha t it is likely . Normal ly it  
would be  und�tec ted if it  is  as  weak as  it i s  here . I t  
i s  thought that due to the large amount of oxygen normal ly 
present in pre paring samples , some of it entered the lat t ice 
as o2
- ions . 
STRAIN EFFECTS : A crys tall ine sample wh ich had a line 
0 0 
o width for the 521 2 . 7A line of about 1A at 1 0  K was ground 
up into a powder . I t  now gave a line width of 8A at 
1 0°K . The spec tra ap peared to be that of a higher 
tempe rature ( i . e . 1 50°1< ins tead of 1 o °K) compared to tha t 
of a normal powder s mple . Theory shows ( see Chapter V) 
that the line width can be cons idered as coming from tw o 
parts : -
1 .  a tempera tur e dep endent part . 
2 . a te, ,ipe rature  independent part due to loc a l  s trains . 
S tra ins or di sloca t i ons can chR.nge the crystal fie ld at the 
impur i ty centre and cause sma ll shifts which appear as a 
st at ist ical broadening of the line . Hence the line width 
will  be that  of the temperatur e  indep endent par t unt i l  the 
temperature  is sufficient fo r the temperature dependent part 
to become apprec iable. Line s from d ifferent powders and 
crystals had different tempe rature independent line widths. 
0 0 0 
Usually in the range 0. 4A to 1 A  and no t as great as 8A. 
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CHAPTER N 
V IBRONIC SPECTRA 
This chapter is mainly concerned with the vibronic spectra 
and its interpre tation. An outline is given or the presen t 
theory explainin g how the lines observed in the optical spec tra 
are related to the vibra tional modes or the crys tal lat tice. 
Selection rules are given ror the couplin g or the vibra tional 
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modes (or phonons) to the elec tronic transition. A comparison 
is given between measured values of phonons in CaF2 and the 
vibronic spec tra or CaF2 (U). SrF2 (u) is also considered 
using CaF2 (u) spec tra as a guide since there is less data 
available on SrF2 • 
THEORY OF V IBRATIONAL STRUCTURE: 
The problem or vibra tional in terac tions with electronic 
transi tions in solids was trea ted by M. Lax ,  J. Chem. Phys. 
20 1752 (1952) who derived general moment formulae. However 
he only applied his method to broad structureless bands. His 
methods have since been ex tended by several people to apply 
to solid state spectra containin[: detailed s tructure. The 
sys tem or interes t here has been treated in a general fa : hion 
by D.E. Mccumber, J.  Math. Phys. 2 221 & 508 (1964) Phys. Rev . 
lli A1676 (1964) (also see rererences therein). 
Several Russian authors have published work (lis ted below) 
on a similar problem using dirferent  
K.K. Rebane & V.V. Khizhnyakev 
methods and approximations. 
Op tics & Spectr • .11± 193 
E.D. Trifonov Sov. Phys. 
Sov. Phys. 
M.A. Krivoglaz Sov. Phys. 
& 262 (1963) 
Doklady 1 1105 (1963) 
Solid Sta te 6 366 (1964) 
Solid S ta te 6 1340 (1964) 
Earlier work on extending Lax ' s  method to systems or trapped 
electrons (e.g. colour centres) is reviewed by 
D.L. Dexter Solid State Physics 6 353 (1958) 
This gives some discussion on the approximations orten assumed. 
E .o .  Kane Phys. Rev. lli 40 (1960) derives rormula ror 
the spectra in a similar manner to the Russian authors. 
Applications to impurity centres or transition metal ions 
and rare earths (or interest here) is given by:-
A. Kiel Phys. Rev. 126 1292 (1962) 
Johns Hopkins University Radiation Labs 
Tech. Report AF-93, 1962 
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D.E. McCumber and M.D. Sturge J. Appl. Phys • ..2J± 1682 (1963) 
G.F. Imbusch, W.M. Yen, A.L. S chawlow, D.E. Mccumber and 
M. D. Sturge , Phys. Rev. ill A1029 (1964) 
W.M. Yen, W.C. S cott, and A.L. Schawlow Phys. Rev. j2§ 
A 271 ( 1964) 
The theory or the vibronic stru cture given below is based on 
the above rererences, wherein greater de tail can be round o 
(N . B . not a ll authors seem to agree on the results , though most 
dirreren ces a re due to the approximations assumed). 
The Hamiltonian ror the system or an impurity ion in a 
crysta l and its lattice phonons (or vibrations) is taken as 
where He 
H � He + Hp + Hr  
describes the energy & or an ion in the 
presence or the crysta lline e lectri c rield 
(it is the normal Hamiltonian for crystal 
rie ld ca lculations). 
Hp represents the phonon system and for a 
harmonic latti ce (assumed here) 
Hp = 
�q is the frequency of vibration of the q ' th mode. 
a+ and a are the usual phonon annih ilation and q q 
creation operators 
HI represents the interaction of electron and phonon 
systems 
The interaction Hr is considered to arise from dynamic 
strains set up by the lattice vibrations. As su ch it is 
time dependent and the use of second quartization (in the 
form of aq and a; ) removes the explicit time dependence. 
In this chapter , we consider the linear part of HI 
where lf'+ and 'f are similar to a; and aq but 
apply to the electronic state of the isolated impurity 
ion. (They sa.tisfy the Fermi-Dirac ant i commutation 
relations). 
The phonon index ranges over a complete set of lattice 
v ibration modes , and includes those induced by the presence 
of the impurity ion o 
The Aq are coupling coefficients for the coupling of the 
phonon modes to the electronic level. They are not 
necessarily the s ame for each electronic level. 
For the transition be tween two levels , consider a wave­
function of the form 
is the wavefunction for the a 'th 
electronic level 
is the q '  th vibrational wavefunction 
associated w ith the a th electronic 
level. 
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Hence the total transition probability can be talren as 
where a thermal average is to be also made. 
P<ls the appropriate dipole operator for 
the transition (i.e. electric, magnet ic etc 0 ) 
(The adiabatic and Franck Condon approximations have been 
assumed). 
Several met�ods can be used to calculate the spectral 
distribution function from this (see references). Result 
for emission from a 4 b (absorption spectra is similar and 





em�ts for dipole operat or) 
'w (w ) - -,__7T _ .c A'1'{!: wt , W )j d.,t !L..2 
� is frequency of  emitted light 
ft ) 
- L ( t - y + 1(j; ) and � -
& z l Ci) 1. & =-where 
't. wi i 
and y I C  I t. � lt: lJ � (i + 2-_ "i )  
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average number of phonons 
C} is a coupling parameter related to the Aq 
e .g . = l A� - A� r 2 
The refore equation 4. 5 can be expressed as 
W (w ) e 'I =- 55,-1:� [i <,Ji - i t;J 4{fo!J oU 
Expanding exp fg (t)J as a power series and using the integral 
form for the S f'unction 
.-1.- lc,0 i x  t .I -t-S QC ) = ?...TT -o::, E OV\... .  
we have W (!:o) e '"' - S C: 1.v - -% ) + frrJ: 'ft ! "<f!ic"' t) J..:t. 
+- fir J: L��8 -,_ _._,�"' t > rbt 
+- trrJ:�3 �(j w t )  oU 
In equation 4. 7 the first term corresponds 
to the "no-phonon" line or 'pure' electronic transition . It 
is shifted by the phonon interaction by an amount 1
1 
� �  
j, 'K &vi{/ 
fr om that for a static crystal field. This shows that in 
general the no-phonon line position is no t the correct one for 
crystal field calculations . (From spec tral moment the value 
required is the average frequency f'or the spectral distr ibution) o 
The rel ative intensity of the no-phonon line is 
Av{,, {- f / !}J, (1 � :2..rt1)} . It is a resonance line ( Le . 
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occurs in absorpt ion also) and in the approx imation here, has 
zero width. From this express ion it can be seen that there 
are three main factors favouring the appearance of a no -phonon 
l ine. 
Low temperatures. 
H igh Debye temperature for the host lattice. 
1 • 
2. 
3 . Low Stoke's losses. This really impl ies that 
1cq J  2 is small or the coupl ing parameter almost 
identical for the two states. If they were ident ical, 
we would get back to the normal electron ic trans it ion o 
The o ther terms in 4. 7 g ive rise to one, two, etc. phonon bands 
in the v ibronic spec tra. 
For the one phonon band 
-f5r J: 'fl) '4'-(i<d} cU = j f{tJ,;, [ � + n 1) ii l w - 4( + lOJ + n1J(C<J - { -0� 
This g ives l ines displaced by the latt ice frequencies Wq from 
the no-phonon l ine. These ar ise from absorpt ion (low energy 
side) or emiss ion ( high energy s ide) of a phonon accompanying 
the electron ic transit ion. At low temperatures 'flq ,v O 
and the emiss ion of phonon is negl ig ib le. The ba nd shape 
on the s ide of the no-J?honon l ine can be represented by G- > 
1fi>1-
where � is the displacement frequency from the no­
phonon line 
and 
� c(A) ) = � I c,J ,_ �03 - 0i) is an 
effective density of states for the latt ice phonons. It is 
the actual dens ity, S ( �) , weighted by the coupling parameters 
) c q  f .  For acoust ic phonons 
.f c_lf ,/ 'L rv 'K t-o 
V :z_ M V L-
where M is mass o f  crystal 
v is the average sound velocity 
Hence () (w) A-r 'W S ( W) 
has a shape related to 
i. e. the one phonon s ide band 
It can be shown from this 
that any peculiarities (e.g. a discontinu ity) in the phonon 
spec trum will also occur in the vibron ic spectra. 
Experimentally it is found that there are marked differ­
ences in the vibron ic spectra for different impurities in 
the same host lattice (see for example CaF2 with Eu
++ 
M.V. Hobden Phys. L ttt. � 1 0  (1 965), Ce+++ c. r .  Struck and 
F . Herzfeld J. Chem. Phys. lid± 464 ( 1 966 ) and uran ium 
figure 4.7).  There are several probable reasons for the 
differ 1 nces. 
1. Local modes due to different impurity ions w ill be 
different. This should only change a few features 
since the number of local modes is expected to be small. 
2. Selection rules may restrict some vibrat ions from 
occurring. For instance, parity cons iderat ions may 
prevent odd (or even) parity phonons occurring. 
3. Variat ions in the couplin g parameters (cq l 2 
Variations of these can influence the intensities of 
the structure in the vibronic spectra. Many vibronic 
spectra show lines at the same frequencies but they 
have quite different relative intensities. 
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On the high energy side of the no-phonon l ine, there w ill 
be an a proximate mirror image of the vibrat ional structure, but 
it w ill be decreased in intensity by a factor ltq/ 
1 + ftg_ 
For the two phonon band I 
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The relative intensity of' each f'requency being 
2 
Ii �q() 2 
I f  in general the / Cq /  2 are small 
then the combination band w lll be 
very weak compared to the one phonon band. If however, we 
have a s trong 2) function vibration, such as a local mode , 
i ts coupling parameter may be large so that it  a9pears as an 
in tense sharp line in the vibronic spec tra. On the side of 
this line will be the vibronic s truc ture f...� "- similar 
to tha t for the no-phonon line. 
Peaks due to the lat tice phonon spectrum w ill not, in general , 
show this side s tructure since they arise not from a single 
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b function type frequency but ra ther from a large density 
of relat ively small ampli tude b func tions in a small frequency 
range. I t  is possible for this effect to occur even if the 
local mode does not a ppear as a sharp line, since interactions , 
no t considered here , may cause considerable broadening of it. 
If, in general, the vibra tional spectrum has several 
function type singularities in i t, then sharp lines will occur 
a t  ]/t., � ;E /"L we' in the vibronic spectrum. 
l. 
where 0 ·  (., is the local mode fre quency 
The rela tive 
where  
and pL is a positive or negative integar. 
in tensity. of the lines is TT R;::, , 
RP, � � [- (�
c
�'.� (n,  + iJ C '\;')� Ir, (1-�;, fn:r,) 
and If (;)  is the Bessel function of imaginary 
argument. 
On the side o:f each S- :function singularity will be a 
vibrational s tructure rela ted to S (ci) 
Spectral moments for the emission spec trum can be calculated 
from the correla tion function � [ft[} 
The n ' th order momen t being given by 
/'-n � t � 21-Bcw L 0 
Zero order momen t po = 1 Therefore, the area under the 
spectral curve is cons tan t with tempera ture. 
Firs t order moment, 
)4, 
gives the mean frequency for the spectral band. This 
corresponds _ to the value for the static crystal field. The 
separation of this from the no-phonon lines gives a value of .Z I c1J t 
i t-).. wt 
Second order moment , 
)/4 � 
gives the effec tive width 
temperature dependen t. 
2¥ (in,,_ � J 
} 'K. /,,Jly 
y 
of the emission band and this is 
Higher order momen ts can be calcula ted similarly. 
In Chap ter V fur ther in teractions will be c onsidered 
tha t make the no-phonon line to have a temperature dependen t 
width and posi tion. Several o ther in terac tions and their 
effects are also discussed. 
VIBRATIONAL SPECTRA 
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Since the phonon spectra are impor tant in the in terpretation 
of the luminescence (or absorp tion) spec tra, some consideration 
is given below to i ts s tructure. The vibrations present in 
a crys tal arise from two more or less distinc t cases. 
1. Lattice modes due to the host lat tice i tself. These 
can be represen ted by travelling waves ex tending throughou t 
the whole lattice and hence no t greatly effected by the 
presence of impurities. 
2. Local modes due to the impurity ion in the lattice. 
These modes have an exponential decay away from the 
impurity centre and hence they are confined to a single 
centre. Local modes can arise from several causes. 
(a) A light impurity can cause a b function 
singularity in the frequency spectrum. This 
normally occurs in a gap of the lattice phonon 
spectrum. 
(b) A heavy impurity will cause a resonance enhance­
ment of the low frequency acoustic modes of the 
lattice. This will give a peak in the low 
frequency portion of the spectrum but it  is not 
a 6 function singularity. 
(c) Internal modes of the impurity itself, if it is 
a molecular group. These will be just the 
normal modes for the molecule but influenced by 
the lattice. They should give some S function 
singularities (more likely they will be broadened 
and will appear as such in the vibronic spectra). 
Some discussion on these types of modes an:l methods of 
calc ulation can be found in: 
A. A. Maradudin, E.W. Montroll and G.H. Weiss. Solid State 
Physics. Suppl. j ( 1963) 
P. G. Dawber and R .J .  Elliott Proc. Roy. Soc. � 222 
(1963) 
Singulari ties in the phonon spectrum s(fR), can appear as 
singularities in the vibronic spectrum. These represent 
easily discernable stru cture an:l it is of interest to know 
the origin or significance of them. 
For a lattice in the harmonic approximation, the normal 
coordinates for the vibrations are plane waves which can be 
specified by a wave vector f lying inside the first 
Brillouin zone and by a bran ch index j. (this also specifies 
the phonons). For the fluorite (caF2) lattice, there are 
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three acoustic and six  optic branches. Figure 4. 1 gives the 
Brillouin zone for the fluorite la tt ice (whi ch is face centred 
cubic ) and the sre cial points with the usual notat ion. 
48 . 
To ob tain the signif'ica:1ce of the s truc ture in the phonon 
spec trum, the dispersion relations for the vibrational branches 
need to be considered. Using a suit able model for the crystal 
lattice (usually either the rigid ion or the shell model is used) 
these c an be ca lcula ted. s . Ganesan and R. Srinivasan, 
Canadian J. Phys. 1±Q. 74 (1962) have c al culated the dispersion 
curves f'or CaF2 on essential ly the rigid ion model. D. Criber , 
B. Farnoux , B. Jacrot , " Inelastic Scattering of' Neutrons in 
Solids" Vol. I I  p. 225 I .A . E . A . V ienna 1963 , have found the 
dispersion curves experimentally by neutron scattering for two 
lattice direc t ions. While their results are not very c omplete 
for othe r  than t' = O, they do show tha t the work of Ganesan 
and Srinivasan i s  essentially correc t. Figure 4. 2 gives the 
dispersion curves calculated and the experimental points. 
From the d ispersion curves for all direc tions in the 
lat tice it  is possible to cal culate the phonon spec trum from 
5 (ev ) 2-
0 
�� f JJ1� 0J; J I 
where the integration is carried out over the constant frequency 
surface cW2 = cW� ( ff ) 
8 (9") is the frac t ion of normal modes in the frequency 
interval tJO to �+ d"' for dw � o 
V a = volume of the unit cell (for the direc t lattice) 
1 = number of a toms in the uni t  cell ( 3 for CaF2 ) 
Along certain symmetry direc tions in 1 space Van Hove 
singularities occur at  frequencies � = '1J
j
c , where 
gradq tW; ( 1 � c = 0 r /<rPj 
F I G. 4 . 1 BR I L LO UIN ZONE FO R A 
FAC E C E N TR ED C U BIC LAT T ICE , m 3 m , 
SHOW I NG S Y M M E T RY POI N T S .  
( for n otatio n s ee G . F. Ko s t e r 
So lid State Physic s 5 1 7 3 1 9 5  7 )  
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These are referred to as cri tical points and they cause some 
form of singularity or discon tinuity in S (fi?) . Some cri tical 
poin ts can arise from considera tions of the crystal symmetry 
to give a symmetry set. Others w il l  come from turning poin ts 
in the dispersion curves and also cross over points. Not all 
singulari ties will of course appear as peaks and some will even 
appear as dips. The cri tical poin ts will no t necessarily 
exhaust all the structure in the phonon spectra. I t  is 
po ssible for peaks to arise from acciden tal causes. 
The symmetry set of critical points are those at r J 
L, X and W in the Brillouin zone for CaF 2 • ( see Figure 4. 1 ) 
These poin ts have a higher symmetry than a gmeral point in the 
Brillouin zone and hence there may be selec tion rules forbidding 
the phonons at  these poin ts from appearing in the vibronic 
spec tra. For lower symmetry points all phonons may couple 
with the elec tronic transi tion. Methods for calcula ting 
by group theory which ones will occur are given by R. Loudon, 
Proc. Phys. Soc. fill: 379 ( 1 964) . 
All the phonons in CaF2 can be labelled according to the 
irreducible represen ta tion of the space group Fm3m (oh
5) for 
the lat ti ce. Phonons a t  the cri tical poin ts are labelled by 
the poin t group of the poin t. For the CaF 2 la t tice, the 
po int groups associated wi th symmetry se t are 
r is m3m (Oh) a t  } = 0 
L is 3 m (D3d) at [j,  1 ½] 2 , 
X is 4/m m m (D4h) at [o '  o ,  1] 
w is 4 2 m (D2d) at  & ,  o ,  � 
Directions of interest are al ong D 1 � A 3m (c3 v) 
� 1 �  z 2mm (C2 V ) 
Q oo] 6 4mm (C4 v- ) 
(For not ation and group theory see v .  Heine " Group Theory in 
Quantum Mech anics" Perg amon Press 19  60). 
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Fieure 4.3 g ives the phonon s pecies ( irreduc ible represent-
ations) at the symmetry points of possible interest. They are 
for CaF2 and are from s . Ganesan and E. Burstein J. de Phys. 26 
645 (1 965) , though the no tation is that of Loudon (who gives a 
different ass ignment for the point L). It should be noted th at 
for work on the l attice vibrat ions of CaF2 there are many 
discrepancies between various au thors on a ,·signmen ts. So wh ile 
the assignments m ade here are bel ieved to be correct , they ca n.not 
be relied on until an extensive study of the CaF2 l attice is 
made. 
Figure 4.3 
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2 .61 (LA, L0
8 ) + 3 Li5(TA, TO
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3 -"-1 (LA, L08, LOb) + 3 ..A.3 (TA, To
a , TOb) 
3 2,1 (LA, LO
a ,LOb) + ,Z'2 (T01
b) 
b -c;:1 a + 3 .L3 (TA1 , To
a
1 ,
T02 ) + 2 L. 4 ( TA2 , T02 ) 
The phonon species are l abelled whetDB r  they are longitudinal 
(L) or transverse (T) acoustic (A) or optic (0) branches. 
There are two optic branches, one at (' is infr a-red active 
(Oa) and the other Raman active (Ob). The transverse modes 
are usually doubly degenerate, but along 
(e .g. T01 and T02). 
,Z they split 
Besides Cribier et al. the othe r main experimental dat a 
on CaF 2 is given by : -
W. K aiser, W.Y . Spitzer, R.H. Kaiser, L.E. Howarth 
Phys. Rev. ill 1 950 (1 962) (This gives infra-red data 
on Ca.F2, SrF2 and BaF2) o 
S aJ. Fray, F.A. Johnson, J.E. Quarrington "Lattice 
Dynamics" Ed. R.F. Wallis p. 377 Pergamon Press 1965 
(Gives the two phonon infra-red absorption bands for 
CaF2, assignments are in doubt.) 
J. P. Russell Proc. Phys. Soc • .§2 1 94 (1 965) (Raman 
Spectra, but also spurious effects, see Ganesan and 
Burstein). 
The most accur ate values knovvn are those for as this 
can be assigned fairly well from neutron scattering. Values 
at the other points are not so well known as the neutron data 
is no t complete the re. The values that will be used are 
taken as a best fit to knovm infra-red data ard the calculated 
dispersion curves. Values of the phonon frequencies are 
temper ature dependent and most me asurements have been taken at 
room temperature, so that there can be differe nces at low 
temperatures. 
For CaF 2 at r LOa 4 75 -1 TOa = 258 -1 = cm cm 
TOb LOb -1 = = 322 cm 
For SrF2 at r LOa= 3 74 cm-1 ) TOa = 21 7 cm-1 
TOb = Lob = 280 cm-1 
(These values are not so accurate , Ram an data from J. Richman 
Phys. Rev. ill A1 364 (1 964) 
V IBRAT IO N A L  SPEC T RA FOR C a �  
-1 0 0  20 0 
1 
w i n c m  
300 40 0 
1-rj 
I-'· 
Figure 4.4 gives a calculated phonon spectrum for CaF2 • It 
is in the form of a histogram, since the method of calculation 
requires sampling of i values in the Brillouin zone. The 
calculation was made by F.A. Johnson ani C .T. Sennett (to be 
published) and reported by R.J. Elliott, w. Hayes, G.D. Jones, 
H. F. Macdonald and C.T. Sennett, Proc. Roy. Soc. A289 1 (1965). 
(This paper compares it to the vibrational structure accompany­
ing an infra-red absorption line due to a local mode phonon of 
H- ions in CaF2 • They show a reasonable agreement. The 
theory for the absorption can be made formally similar to that 
for the vi bronic spectra if ry; + ani y are rep laced by 
b+ am b, corresponding to the local mode phonon operators ) . 
This spectrum appears to be based on the rigid ion model and not 
the shell model which is usually better and would give quite a 
different spectrum. The sampling in <j;- space seems rather 
coarse to show up any relevan t fine structure (see A.M. Karo 
and J.R. Hardy Phys. Rev. ill 696 (1966) who show that for 
, NaCl rathe r  fine samplin g is required). Accurate calculations 
for the phonon sp ectrum are re quired before any unambiguous 
assignment can be made for the vibronic spectra. Karo and 
Hardy for NaCl showed that many peaks in the phonon spectrum 
are associated with cr itical points not on the zone boundaries. 
Comparing figures 4.4 an::l 4. 5, it can be seen that there 
is little relationship between the two spectra, contrary to 
that for H- ions in CaF2 • Also other rare-earth ion spectra 
in CaF2 do not show a simil ar structure. Some form of 
selection rules must therefore apply, as mentioned above in 
the last section. 
OBSERVED SPECTRA 
The luminescent spectra of several samples of CaF2 (u) and 
for the ' Semi-Elements' crystal of SrF2 (u) was observed at 
various temperatures from liquid helium to room temperature. 
Figures 4.5 to 4. 1 6 give a selection of these results. The 
figures are uncorrected chart recorder traces from tre 3 . 4 m 
spectrograph and only a portion of the spectrum is shovm for 
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each to give some idea of the vibra tional s tructure occurr ing 
wi th the no-phonon lines. (These h ave been cu t off to fi t 
the figure on the page without losing some of the detail). 
The gain settings for each spec tra is generally differen t 
(though known) so figures do no t give a direct comparison of 
in tensi ties. Some discussion of in tensity rela tionships is 
given in Chapter v .  For correcting the in tensi ty, the photo­
mul tiplier (P . M. ) used is specified (from Figure 2. 1 this 
requires the red end to be increased). 
The CaF2 (u 
•01%) is a po�uer sample made up with this 
concen tra tion of uranium. CaF2 (UX:tal) refers to a crystalline 
sample (see Chap ter II) whose concen tration of uranium would 
be be tween 0.01% and 0•1%. The SrF2 (u X tal) refers to the 
treated crys tal from 'Semi-Elements' (see Chap ter II) and 
should have a uranium concen tration of 0•01%. 
Vibra tional frequencies marked in some figures refer to 
energy differences, in cm-1, from the no-phonon line (taken 
as O cm-1). The appropriate no-phonon line is clear for 
CaF2 (u) but not so for SrF2 (u) where the s tronger one has been 
taken. Figures 4. 6, 4.8 and 4 .15 give an enlarged view or 
the two phonon combination bands . These are assigned as 
combining wi th the repetitive vibra tional frequency or 730cm-1 
for CaF2 and 702cm
-1 for SrF2 • The pa t tern is fairly obvious 
on a pho tographic plate and the fit on the chart is fa irly 
good considering the ex tra broadening of the lines. The 
repe ti tive fre quency is mos t probably an in ternal mode belong­
ing to the uranium cen tre (most likely from uranium oxygen 
bends) . 
For CaF2 (U) (Fi gures 4.5 - 4.8) two differen t samples are 
shown to illustra te the varia tion in in tensi ties of various 
lines in the spectra between the samples. This illus tra tes 
qui te markedly the effect of the extra no-phonon line. In the 
crys tal sample, there is also a considerable enhancement of the 
385cm-1 line a t  5°K, though on increasing the tempera ture, its 
in tensity drops rela tive to the o ther lines. Figures 4.9 -
4. 12 show the higher temperature spectra which illustra te the 
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typical broadening of the lines ani a general shift of the 
spec tra, shown by all samples. A t  about room tempera ture 
(approxima tely half the Debye tempera ture 51 0°K), t he no-
phonon lines are no longer obvious. The spec trum has now 
broadened ou t considerably. 
For SrF2 (u) (Figure 4. 1 3  - 4. 1 6), only the crys tal sample 
was inves tiga ted. This in some ways is similar to CaF2 (u) 
but has some marked differences. Some of these di fferences 
will be due to the di fferen t vibrational spectra for the SrF2 
lat tice, and canno t be evalua ted un til t his is known. How­
ever, i t  is no t thought that  this could explain all the 
differences. 
The tw J no-phonon lines bo th appear to have similar 
vibra tional s truc ture on the side of them as many lines occur 
their separa tion (23cm-1 ). One line being weaker is not so 
dominan t and lines thought due to it  are not indica ted in the 
figures. As can be seen from Figures 4. 1 3  and 4. 1 4, there 
is a very marked di fference on going from 6 °K to 79°K for 
which the re is no counterpar t in the CaF2 (u) luminescence. 
The main fea tures of this effect are the weakening (for 
decreasing tempera tures) of a group of lines at  about 1 80cm -1 
(also the combination wi th 702cm-1 ), while a group of lines 
a t  330cm-1 to 390cm-1 increases considerably (also the 
combination wi th 702cm-1 ). The 330cm-1 line ( a t  5330. 7,R) 
is very sharp and has tile same wid th as t he no-phonon line. 
This, wi th i ts tempera ture dependence (see Chapter V) sugges ts 
tha t it  is due to ano ther electronic level of the centre. 
It could possibly be due to a new centre forming similar to 
tha t  for CaF2 (u) . However, further resul ts are re �uired on 
this as only one sample of SrF2 (u) was inves tiga ted and it  is 
not known if t his behaviour is typical. 
The higher tempera ture spectra show a similar broadening 
to tha t  of CaF2 (u) though the no-phonon lines are gone a t  
1 81 °K (which is approxima tely half the Debye tempera ture 380°K). 
Comparison wi th the resul ts of D.L. Wood and �. Kaiser 
Phys. Rev 0 1 26 2079 ( 1 962) on Sm+ +  in CaF2, SrF2 and BaF2 is 
540 
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interesting. They found that the luminescence of Sm++ in 
CaF2 and SrF2 had the same order o f  magn i tude in in tensity 
while that for BaF2 wa s down by a factor of 1 ,OOO. This is 
similar to that for uranium in CaF2 , SrF2 and B aF2• Also the 
spectra of Sm++ in SrF2 and BaF2 showed many extra electronic 
transitions compared to that for CaF2 • A si�ilar effect 
appears to occur here for SrF2
( u ) . Wood and Kaiser con sidered 
the differencesto come from a change in the electronic trans­
ition from electric dipole to magnetic dipole. 
SELECTI ON RULES 
Us ing different models for the lum inescent centre, it is 
possib le to ca lculate selection rules for the vibronic spectra 
alone the lines used by Loudon (Proc. Phys. Soc .§1± 379 ( 1 964) . 
Genera lly selection ru les allow nearly all vi br ,  tions to 
combine with the electronic trar..si tion but as already noted, 
some form of selection rules must operate for the CaF2 lattice 
(even if only weakly) since the vibronic spectra for various 
impurities vary. Hence it is worthwhile to see if some 
model can be made to fit the data. For the uranium centre, 
there is an additional difficulty in not knowing what the 
electronic transition is. Hence it is hoped that using 
the vibronic spectra and a suitable centre , some information 
can be obtained on this. 
The values of the phonons at r were given above and 
comparing with the vibronic spectra (Figure 4. 7) there 
apr,e ars to be no evidence of these phonons occurring. 
(Possib ly TOb = LOb does, but it is no t definite). 
Selection rules based on the conserv ation of momenta 
norma lly only allow phonons at or near r to oc cur, and 
the effect of an impurity is to breakd own some of t he so­
called forbidden transitions. Hence to prevent phonons 
at r to appear, some fairly r estrictive selection rules 
apply. From this it is possible to obtain some information 
on the luminescent centre and the electronic transition. 
The symmetry points of interest are X and L since these 
have high enough symmetry for selection rules to be restrictive � 
Point W, in general, is not expected to give any peak s in the 
phonon spectrum, but rather discontinuities (c. f .  Karo and 
Hardy on NaC l) . Points along 2 however may give rise to 
several peak s  but they have too low a symmetry for any 
re strictions to occur. 
Usual selection rule s ( see Loudon) state that only those 
phonons whose transforra tions, under the s ite group , that 
OCCUr in the product r i X r t X r f Will appear. 
Where r i  = symmetry of initial electronic state 
r f  = symmetry of final electronic state 
r t  = symmetry of appropriate dipole 
operator 
Figure 4.3 gives the repre sentations of the phonons under 
the space group, and these represe ntations have to be reduced 
under the operations of the site group of the centre. 
Loudon gives a table to do some of the se. Here the 
restriction placed on the non-occurrence of phonons at 
implie s that products giving f1
25 
+ or � 5 
( or their 
reduction on site group of lower symmetry) are not allowed. 
(N.B. notation used here is based on Loudon ' s version of 
G.F. Koster, Solid State Physics ,2 1 73 ( 1957) where character 
table s can be found) . 
If  the model of the centre is taken of the oxygen ions 
symmetrically replacing he fluorine ions around the uranium 
( see Figure 4 . 1 7 )  the site symmetry is 4 3 m( Td). The 
restriction on r 25 + ani r15 
- novv m �ans the rep re sentation 
P4 cannot occur. Howeyer here rt = P4 for magnetic and 
electric dipole transitions . By building up a multiplication 
table for 4 3 m, it is found that the only product satisfying 
I 
F I G. 4 . 1 7 M O D E L  O F  T H E 
SYMM E TR I CA L C E N TR E , 4 3 m� 
FO R . Ca� ( U ) . 
+ + 
Ca 
6 +  • u 
0 F 
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the requ ired condit ions is P2 x P4 = P5• Th is means t hat 
only ph onons w ith representat ion P5 can occur. Also , it 
requ ires ri X r f = P2 Wi1ich impl ies r i = pi and 
rf = P2 • S ince the trans it ion P1 � P2 is not normally 
allowed, the trans it ion must be a forced electric dipole one, 
due t o  phonons of symmetry type P5 • Decay t ime measurements 
are in accord w ith th is. 
The phonons of P5 type at X and L are: 
X + X + X3 X5 
-
4 , 5 ' ' 
and L + L + L1 L3 
-
2 ' 3 , , 
C omparing w ith Figure 4. 3 the phonons wh ich oc cur are 
As can be seen only transverse modes occur ( i.e. doubly 
degenerate ones) and no longitud inal ones. 
Another possible centre with h igh symmetry is one where 
the calc ium replaced by an uranyl ion, with its oxygen at oms 
taking inters it ial pos it ions in the latt ice. Th is g ives a 
s ite symmetry of 4/m mm (D
4h
) (same as po int X). Here 
rt is M1 
- and M5
- for electric dipole transit ions and M4
+ 
ani M5+ for magnet ic dipole trans it ions. The se are also 
the symmetry representat ions wh ich are not al lowed to  oc cur. 
By construct ing the mult ipl icat ion table for 4/m mm it is 
founi that there are no allowed products. Th is is to o 
restr ict ive and even phonons at lower symmetry would not be 





+ st ill does not al low any products. Th is would 
suggest that the centre is unl ikely if the restrict ion on 
phonons at r is val id. 
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Assuming that the restriction at r is valid, the 
symmetrical centre can be taken as the model of the 
luminescent centre. The phonon frequencies should agree 
with those from the vibronic spectra. Figure 4.18 lists 
those for CaF2 (u) with a possible assignment b ased on values 
from the dispersion curves (Figure 4. 2). Some caution is 
needed in applying the comparison at this stage as the phonon 
frequencies a re not known sufficiently accurate enough for an 
unambiguous assignment. As can be seen from Figure 4. 2 
there are special points along 2 which are quite capable 
of expl aining most of the vibronic spectra. Until more 
extensive neutron scattering d ata is available, the assign­
ments are only tent ative. 
FIGURE 4. 18 
Vibronic Frequency Assignment Other Vibr onic Spectra* 
147 -1 TA (X ) cm == 
194 I I  TO a ( X ) == 
266 I I  TOa (L) == 
297 I I  TOb (L) == 
325 1 1  TOb ( X ) == 
1 1  ? LOa == 
150 -1 cm 
217 1 1  
270 I I  
300 t i  
327 t i  
-1 cm 
C + + +  
e , 
C e+++ 
C +++ e 
Sm 
++ ' 
385 (Z) 370-380 C +++  e ' E 
+ +  
u , 
435 1 1  C + + +  
609 I I  e 
732 1 1  Internal modeo 
* From data in M . V . Hobden Phys. Litt • .1.2 10 (1965) 
c .w . Struck and F. Herzfeld, J . Chem. 
Phys. Jdd± 464 (1966) 
E 
+ +  
u ' 
s + +  rn , 
The third column in Figure 4. 18 lists rare e arth ions whose 
vibronic spectra in CaF2 give the same frequencies (or ones 
+ +  
Tm 
T + +  m 
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very close to them). 
Of all the allowed phonons at X and L, only TA(L) = 175 cm-1 
is not apparen t in the vibronic spectra. The fit for 
TOa(X) is not good bu t  more accur ate data m ay give a closer 
fit. This frequency of 190 - 200 cm-
1 occurs in m any 
other vibronic spectra (see Figure 4.18) and so it must be 
a fe ature of the phonon spectrum for calcium fluoride. The 
agreemen t  for the o ther assignmen ts is very good, being 
· th ·  f -1 w i  in a ew cm • 
The peaks at  385 cm-1 and 435 cm-1 mus t belong to the 
calcium fluoride l at tice as they occur for rare ear th ions 
also. The assignment for the 385 cm-1 is given as likely 
only as no neutron dat a exist for the Z direction. The 
435 cm-1 line could also come from LO a but i t  may be an 
acciden t al peak in the phonon spec trum. 
V alues for longitudinal modes a t  X and L are no t 
eviden t in the vibronic spectra (as expected from selection 
rules) though some values of LA and LOb are close to 
those for transverse modes and may no t be distinguish able. 
For LO a there is no appropria te value (neutron scat tering 
is fairly accurate here). 
Other kinks and bumps in the vibronic spec trum may be 
iden tifiable when accurate data on the calcium fluoride 
phonon spec trum is avail able. A kink at about 100 cm -1 
in the vibronic spectr a may come from a local mode due to 
the presence of a heavy impurity ion (ur anium). For 
Tm+ +  there appears to be one at 95 cm-1 • ( B . z . M alkin 
Sov. Physics J. E. T.P. _gj_ 1101 (1965). On the mass 
difference alone, this would put the local mo de for uranium 
a t  70 crn-1 • However, the presence of oxygen bonds ( these 
would be s tronger than uranium-fluorine bonds) would upset 
the force cons tan ts so tha t the frequency wo�ld increase. 
Some of the higher vibr ational struc ture may be due to 
two (or three) phonon processes bu t  it  is not expected to 
be very m arked. 
Local modes for the lu�inescent centre are assumed 
responsible for the 609 cm-1 and 732 cm-1 ( and possibly 
others) lines. As seen from Figures 4.6 and 4.8, the 
lattice phonons appear in combina tion wi th 732 cm-1 • This 
is most probably due to vibrations of a uranium-oxygen bond 
(in analogy with the uranyl ion). If  the centre is taken 
as an octahedral uo4F4 molecular complex of symmetry 4 3 m 
its modes of vibra tion can be found. The irreducible 
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representations of these are 2P1 + 2P3 + 4P4 + 2P5 • Since 
there are two P5 type modes, these can occur in the vibronic 
spectrum and the values 609 cm-1 and 732 cm-1 are assigned to 
them. There does not appe ar to be vibrational struc ture 
associated with the 609 cm-1 line as there is for tre 
732 cm-1 line. 
On the basis of the assignments for CaF2 (u) the vibronic 
spectrum of SrF2 (u) can also be assigned . This gives 
values of the phonons as : -







TOa (X) = 198 
TOb (L) = 268 
-1 cm 
-1 cm 
a ni  internal mode at 702 cm-1 
The presence of the no-phonon line at 5330 · 7A complicates 
the spectra so tha t  any further assignment is difficult and 
would be unreliable. 
As has been seen, one model for the luminescent spectra 
can give r i � e  to selection rules which can explain the 
spectra fairly well. Variations of these centres could 
occur by the oxygens taking up other positions around the 
uranium. There are two other fairly symmetrical centres 
of symmetry 3m and 4/m m m, and of course several of lower 
symmetry. Some of these centres may be similar to that 
for NaF(U) in that the uranyl ion may fit int o lat tice pos i t ions, 
with the o ther oxygens at varying posi t ions . This would give 
a variety of centres and hence variat ions in the spec tra of  
which this is  no t much, apart from the ' extra ' no-phonon 
lines. Select i on rules would also break down and the 
explanat ion of the vibronic spectra would have to  be made in 
terms of variat ions in the A q. Further  work, however , i s  
required t o  test the model fo r the centre and also the assumed 
selec t ion rules. 
CHAPTER V 
TEMFERATURE DEPENDENCE 
In Chapter IV a theory for the v ibronic spectra was 
developed. This was quite ade @ ate for explaining the 
main features of the spec tra. However, several features, 
whicr1 are experimentally observable, were no t ex1Jla ined. 
These are mainly temperature dependent effects , the main 
one being the shift and broadening of the no-phonon lines. 
(None was predicted previously. ) They are examined in 
this Chapter and no essential modification of the results 
of Chapter IV are re quired. The references given there 
will also be relevant to this chapter. 
PER'l'URBATION TERMS 
In the last chapter , the interaction Hamiltoni an 
(equa tion 4. 2) was 
+ 
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This corresponded to phonons being e �ther emitted or absorbed 
during the electronic transition, and it is linear in the 
aq and aq+ • Higher order terms of products of aq and 
a� can be considered next. Terms involving a �  a c/ 
will correspond to the simultaneous emission and absorption 
of a phonon during an electronic transition and give rise 
to broadening of the no-phonon line (so called Raman 
broadening). These terms represent the scattering of a 
phonon from t: to i I b�r means of the impurity , thus 
changing the crystal state from one of zero crystal momenta 
to one o f  momentum - f  + f/ while at the same time, i t  
is possible to conserve energy. 
Equation 4.2 is effectively a generalization of the 
dynamic lattice strain 
The interaction Hamiltonian Hr can be considered as  being 
expanded as a povrer series of c_ hence the next term 
is ta ken as t i  
where 
ti 
If Hr is applied as a first order correction to the 
tra nsi tion, it can be shown tha t there is a temperature 
dependent width, f' (l') and a shift ,6 49( T) of the 
no-phonon line given by 
and 
A M( T )  = lJ� 
r ( T )  = 
dw ;4)(�) 
2Tl 
J J�ctoo 1 2TT o I 
n(�) 
[_p(i� 2 n(�) C +n(iJJ} 
ol.._ t and o<.,  a re a 0propriate constants. 
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hl 
The effective density of s tates ,»(&>) is iden tical to tha t 
of  Chapter Dl if \ Bg_q ] = ) Ag_ } 
2 This corr ection has 
li ttle effect on the rest of t he spectra and gives the no­
phonon line a Lorentz shape. 
If the lat tice phonon spectrum ca n be approximated by a 




2 pm v 5 
= � an effective Debye temp erature 
v is an average sound velocity for the crystal 
Pm is the mass dens ity of the crystal lattice 
Hence �d.lJ( T) = t(� J 41� 
and r (T) = cJ__ [�) 




and o(_ and j_, are proportionality constants. 
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The integrals occur in specific heat theory and have been 
evaluated, see " Handbook of Mathematical Functions" Ed . by 
M. Abramowitz and I. A. Stegun, N . E.S. ( 1 964) and J . M. Ziman, 
Proc. Roy. So c. A226, 436 (1954). (Some of the values used 
in this thesis were obtained from s .  Johnson, Standford 
University, private communication). 
Sin ce cJ..... and cl.. are effectively only scalin g parameters, 
the temperature dependence of the no-phonon line width and 
shift is to be fitted by one parameter 9-n .  This is now not 
necessarily the same as the Debye tempera ture from specific 
heats but it is related to the real phonon spectrum (see 
di scussion on 9n's in M. Blackman, Handbuch der Physik 
VII/I 325 , ( 1 955) ) .  ®n is not necessarily the s ame for 
equations 5 .4 an:1 5 . 5 if the phon on spectrum is not a Debye 
one. 
From experimen tal data on ruby i t  has been found that a 
single value of 8D can fit the line wid ths and shif t very 
well. This would be expected as properties invo lvin g a 
Debye temperature are usual ly insensitive to the fine 
structure of the phonon spec trum. Th e Debye tempera ture 
con usually give a good fit to specific heat data even though 
the Debye temperature shows some temperature dependence ( less 
than 5% var·iation for calcium fluoride over most of the 
temperature range). A bet ter fi t to the experimental data 
of line shifts and wid ths can come from taking p(�) from the 
observed vibronic spectra and usin g i t  in equations 5 . 2 
and 5 . 3 . 
ZERO TEMPERATURE LINE VlIDTH 
Theory so far predicts a zero wid th for the line at 
0 T = 0 K. In fact , there is found a residual line width 
at low temperatures ani this is not grea tly tempera ture 
dependent (some dependence has been reported though n o  
proper investigation made). 
This residual line width presumably results from random 
s tatic strains in the crystal (the phonon interaction comes 
from dynamic strains). If the strains are " microscopic" 
and randomly distributed, the line shape at T = o°K should 
be Gaussian. This is found for many lines. However, 
deviations from Gaussian are found (e .g. see figure 5 . 5 )  
and this results probably from mftcroscopic strains. 
(There appears to be some experimen tal evidence for the 
effect of residual s trains (see Chapter III) no t only for 
uranium in calcium fluoride but also for ruby crystals). 
Isotope effects can also produce a n on -Gaussian broaden-
65. 
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ing (due to small line shifts) but this shou ld be quite small 
for uranium. 
At any temperature the line shape is a convo lution of 
a Gaussian and a Lorentzian line (known as a Voigt profile) . 
At high temperatures, the Lorentz width predominates and the 
line appears Lorentzian, and at low temperatures it is 
Gaussian. Since the Gaussian width is considered constant, 
it  can be readily subtracted out to leave on ly the temperature 
dependent Lorentz part (even if Gaussian part is variable, 
it is still possib le to subtract it out). Methods and 
tables for doing this are given by H.C . Van de Hulst and 
J.J.M. Rees inck, Astrophys J. 106 121 (1947) and D.W. 
Posener Aust. J. Phys • .1.?. 184 ( 1959). 
Subtraction ou t is a bit more difficult if the line shape 
is not a Voigt profile, so generally the line shape is 
approximated to one. 
Another impor tant experimental factor w21ich can effect the 
line shape is the effect o:f reabsorption. This, for 
luminescence, can be important for powders v1here many 
reflections can occur. If the emitting and absorbing 
centres had exactly the same line shape, the resulting 
line would be the same. However, the different centres 
can have different line shapes or more likely different 
positions due to local static strain effects. The Gaussian 
shape observed is really only a statistical average over the 
shifts for a large number of centres. This would complicate 
the line shape and the uranium luminescence observed will have 
some reabsorption effects. 
ANHARMONIC EFF'ECTS 
I 
While the perturbations HI are themselves 
essen tial anharmonic effects, there are other ones which can 
affect the spectra. 
The lattice Hamiltonian Hp was taken for a harmonic lattice. 
Hov1ever, mos t lattices are strictly anharmoni c, though an-
harmonicities usually cause variat ions of only a few per cent 
(for most crystals of interest) . Lattice expansion as a 
function of temperature is  one of these effects. Providing 
the temperature is somewhat less than the Debye teoperature, 
the latt ice anharmonic effects can be ignored . Most of the 
effects on the vibronic spec tra can be accounted for by 
assuming a different p( �) for each temperature . The 
vibronic spectra may show some changes such as loss of 
structure besides the effect of temperature dependence in 
Chap ter IV . 
Another anharmonic effect is the change in frequency 
between the local modes assoc iated with the ground state 
and the exci ted state of the impurity ion. Since lat tice 
modes extend over the whole crystal they are not greatly 
affected by the impuri ty for low concentrations. Changes 
in  frequency will contribute to a temperature dependent line 
shift  and width . Apart from this, the frequency changes 
do not upset the general results . The importance of these 
shifts and widths has no t yet been tested as equations 5 . 2 
and 5 . 3 seem adequate explan tions for this. Rebane and 
Khizhnyakov suggest that under the right condi tions , the 
fre quency changes can cause the sharp lines due to local 
mo ,es or the no-phonon lines to have components, but no 
direc t ex1;er imenta l confiroation of this  has been given. 
OTHER ELECTRONIC LEVELS 
C ons iderations so far have been given largely on the 
assumption of a transition between two isolated elec tronic 
levels . The presence of other el ectronic leve ls can 
complicate the issue by mixing in with the one assoc i8.ted 
with the transi t ion. 
R'.J.diat ionless transitions will compete wi th the emi ssion 
of light if general mixing of states occurs . This mixing 
can be due to viorations and hence it will be temperature 
dependent (mixing is caused by thermally excited single or 
multiple phonons). Luminescent lifetimes will become 
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shorter with increasing temperature (as found) and the 
intens ity w ill fall off until the lum inescence is 'quenched'. 
For a group of electronic levels which form a mult iplet, 
with no m ix ing with other states, many of the es sen t ial 
features remain. No-phonon l ines will occur with 
vibrat ional structure as before but now it may overlap 
that of other l ines in the multiplet . The phonon in ter-
act ion H1 will now be represen ted by a matrix which can 
couple levels of the mult iplet . Line broade ning can also 
be caused now by the absorpt lon or em iss ion of a phonon 
chang in1=: the system to another electron ic level in the 
mult iplet (which will be typ ically separated by en erg ies in 
the phonon spectrwn). 
Other energy levels can have effect on the higher 
per turbation terms . If H1 is taken in second order 
perturbat ion for l ine widths and shifts, the factor 
Eb - E i enters into the denominator (Eb is energy level 
from which the trans it ion occurs, and E i is any other 
level). Usually Eb - E .  is large and the effect on the l t i  
spectra is small. Here terms due to HI dominate. 
However, if Eb - E i is small, these perturbat ions will 
become important. 
EXPERIMENTAL LINE SHIFTS 
Figures 5.1 and 5. 2 g ive the measured shifts of the no­
phonon l ines as a funct ion of temperature, comp ared with the 
theoret ical values. F igure 5 .1 gives the shifts for the 
CaF2 (U •01%) sample us ing the two no-phonon l ines indicated 
(see F igures 4. 7 - 4 . 1 2 for general spectra) . S im ilarly 
F igure 5. 2 g ives those for SrF2 (u Xtal) (see F igures 
4. 1 3 - 4 . 1 6) . No error range is indicated but it is 
expected to be of the order of 1 cm-1 (see Chapter II), 
though with the care taken in the measurements, it could 
be smaller. This puts the low temr,e ratu :re values ( of 
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theory in this region may be accidental. As  c an be s een 
the two no-phonon lines for each sample have almost identical 
temperature shifts ( any differences are in the range of 
measurement error) . 
The theoretical curves are drawn using equat ion 5. 4. 
Known values of' � were used and � chosen to fit wi th 
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51 0°K { at o°K) for calcium fluoride was taken on the 
basis of D.R. Huffman and M . H. Norwoo d, Phys. Rev • .111_ 709 
(1 9 60). They showed values of � from b o th specific heat 
data and elastic constants agreed within experimental error. 
For strontium fluoride a value of 0D = 380
°K (at o°K) was 
de termined from elastic constant data by D. Gerlich, Phys. 
Rev • .1..2.§ A1 366 (1 9 64). (No specific heat data appear to 
e xist). I f  str ontium fluoride is similar to calcium 
fluoride, this value should be close to the specific heat 
value. 
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A possibly bet ter fit for the data in Figures 5. 2 and 
5.3 may come from a lower value for 0D. For calcium 
fluoride where @D is known as a function of temp erature, 
it is more like 490°K over the temperature range of interest. 
For ruby , Mg0 (cr3+) and Mg0{v2 +) values of �D substantially 
lower than that from specific heat data were necessary. 
Specific heat data depends on all phonon modes while for the 
shift (and also width) it may be that only some of the modes 
are ef�ective. For H- ions in calcium fluoride which has 
a vibrational structur e (Elliot et  al. Proc. Roy. Soc. A289 
1 (1 9 65)) a 6n = 425 °K is required to fit the line shift 
data (s. s. Mitra and R. S. Singh, Phys . Rev. Lit t  • .1..§ 694 (1 966) 
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and this value also gives a reasonable fit to the data in 
Figure 5. 1 .  
For the 5330.8A no-phonon line in SrF2 (u) the temperature 
shift was opposite (e. g. °' is positive) to that for t he  
other two no-phonon lines in Figure 5. 2. As the intensity 
of  this line dropped very rapidly with temperature only a 
few measurements of  the shift could be made. The maximum 
overall shift measured relative to the oth er two lines was 
1 cm-1 (up to 80°K). While this is inside the errors in 
measurement, the difference is thought to be real, since all 
the shifts measured were positive while all those for the 
other lines were negative. The width of the line is within 
experimental error the same as for the other two no-phonon 
lines. These facts suggest that the 5330 . BR line arises 
from another electronic level. If the tra�1si tion belongs 
to the same centre, some account of it sho :ild be made in the 
perturbation calculation (see above, this would e ffect the 
width more, as the effect on the shift is to give a similar 
temperature dep endent shift). 
EX.PER IMSNTAL LINE 1NIDTHS 
While the width of a line can be measured more accurately 
than its position, there can be however considerable error 
in finding the half-height (at which the width is me sured). 
Nearby lines overlap the no-phonon lines (these are often 
weak no-phonon lines) and at higher temperatures, the two 
phonons 1 ines are broad enough to overlap each other. 
There is also a general background which increases with 
temperature. In the measurements talc.en, an estimation 
was made of these effects in determininc the half-he ight. 
Figures 5.3 and 5.4 give the width of the lines for 
C aF2 (U •01 %) and SrF2 (U Xtal) at half-height as a funct ion 
of temperature. Because of the overlapping lines, it was 
not possible to extend the results to higher temperatures. 
As can be seen, the two no-phonon lines have the same widths 
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The corrected po ints f'or the 51 98A and 5238A l ines were 
ca lculated assum ing a zero temperature l ine width due to 
stat ic stra in broaden ing of' 2.4 cm-1 and 2. 1 cm-1 resp ect ­
ively. V alues f'or the other no-phonon linEB will f'ollow 
the srune general trends as they have almost the same l ine 
widths. A Gauss ian shape was assumed f'or the stra in 
broaden ing , a nd  the l ine sh ape was assumed to be a Voigt 
prof'ile. Us ing tables , the Lor entz part was found a n:i  
the value for th is is plotted a s  the corrected points. 
At higher temperature the l ine sh ape is almost Lorentzian 
(to at least 90%) and no correct ion was made. 
In pract ice the l ine shape, espec ially for the lower 
temperatures , often did not f'it to a Voigt prof'ile. For 
SrF2 (u), the low temperature l ine shape approx imated f'a irly 
well to a Gauss ian l ine , except f'or the wings which were 
more l ike a Lorentz l ine. C aF2 (u) however, gave an 
a lmost Lorentz shape at low temperatures (see F igure 5.5) 
ani this does not have a Gauss ian part. 
Even though exper imentally it a ppears inval id, the 
Gauss ian width was removed as this is what would be expected 
from theory. Th is enables a compar ison to be made with 
the theoretical curve which does not allow for a zero 
temperature l ine w idth. The curve is drawn from equ at ion 
5 o5 with the same 0D as a bove. 
The values of � used 
for CaF2 (U •01%) = 2760 




The fit with theory is with in the possible exper imental 
error, consider ing the approximat ions used f'or the corrected 
po ints and in determ in ing the h igher temperature half widths. 
However , both SrF2 (u) and CaF2 (u) show the same systemat ic 
tendenc ies which may suggest that the f it is not very good. 
By varying �D and i. it is poss ible to obta in a better f'it 
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for a value of @D of approximately half the normal one . 
A different value of 8D is permissible for equations 5 .
4 
ani 5. 5 since these are considered approximations to 
equations 5 . 2 and 5 .3 respectively . Vvidths, as has been 
mentioned, are more sensitive to another electronic level 
and this may cause the difference (assumine; Ca.F2 (u) has a 
second electronic level similar to SrF2 (u) . Another 
possible explanation is that no t all modes contribute to 
the Ra�an broadening. If only the transverse acoustic 
branch contributed its cut off frequency would correspond 
to the Debye temperature . The value for this is 1 75 cm-1 
which corresponds to ®n = 250
°K (i .e. approximately half 
the normal value) . This idea would require all modes to 
contribute to the line shift (since it has a normal 0D ) 
but only one for the width . 
However, any explanation based on equation 5 .3 for the 
line width must remain tentative, as the line shapes 
observed are not those expected . If crystals can be 
grown with a smaller residual line width, they may give a 
better fit to the theory as the present residual width 
ap ,Jears to be too large . For ruby it is possible to 
obtain a residual width of about 0 . 1 cm-1 (c.f . 2 cm-1 
here) . This suggests that there are o ther broadening 
processes applying here, such as due to macroscopic static 
strain . Hence any definite conclusions must be made on 
better crystals . 
ANTI-STOKES LINES 
These are down in intensity by a factor Jlq/1 + llq to 
the lines on the low energy side (Stokes ' lines) of the 
no-phonon line . At high temperatures when l'lq/1 +N.q_ 
becomes appreciable, the vibrat ional structure becomes 
lost (e .g. see Figure 4 . 1 1 ) and it is difficult to see if 
the Stokes' and Anti-Stokes' bands hnve the same structure . 
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To compare these ,low temper atures are re qu ired, bu t also 
that means very low in tensity. Prolonged exposure a t  
77°K, using pl2.tes , managed t o  show the An ti-Stokes' lines 
(for a region of abou t 250 cm-1 ) an d the se proved to be an 
exact mirror image of the Stokes' lines. 
SP13 CTP.AL MOHENTS 
The total in tensity of the luminescence was monitored 
by a separa te pho tomultiplier ( 1 P21 ) during the spectral 
run and this is essen tial ly a measuremen t of the zero  
order momen t po . This was f ound  to vary very lit tle 
for CaF2 (u) un til abou t 150
°K when i t  slowly fell off'. 
As the spec tra then is al so star ting to broaden ou t 
rapidly wi th temper ature, the in tens ity change w ill be 
due (at lea s t  in pa 1 ·t) to the photomultiplier's spectral 
response. It  is not  so sensi tive to red (see Figure 
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2. 1) and th is ts the end of the spectra which has consider­
able enhancemen t a t  higher temperatures. Hence it can be 
s a id th at p.o is approx ima tely independen t of tempera ture. 
� high tempera tur es, fall off can be expec ted due to n on­
radia tive trans i tions. 
O ther spectral momen ts were n o t  taten s ince the re­
absorption process w ill enhance the vibronic lines a t  
the expense of the n o-ph on on line. This w ould upset the 
momen ts s ince they depend more on the shape of the spec tra. 
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CH.APTER VI 
SUMHARY AND CONCLUSION 
This thesis has been mainly concerned with the luminescent 
system of' powder samp les of' uranium in calcium f'luoride (nnd 
partly on that in strontium f'luoride). The only f'eatures 
known previously of' the luminescence were : -
1. Oxygen was required bef'ore t�e green luminescence 
would occur . Thi s  was assumed used f'or charge 
compensa tion and a symmetr ical centre was postulated. 
2. Wavelengths of' some of' the luminescent lines had been 
measured . 
3 .  The decay time of' the luminescence was known. 
In  this thesis these f'urther f'acts on the luminescent 
sys tem are es tablished : -
1. The presence of' an absorp t ion spectra. Several 
lines have been f'ound and ascribed to the luminescent 
centre. I n  particular , a resonance line was f'ound 
which appears to show vibrat ional structure si milar 
to the luminescent spectra . 
2. A second luminescent centre has been shown to exist 
and is f'avoured in higher concentrat ion samples . No 
model was however proposed f'or this. 
3 .  It  has been possible to give some assi[3;nment t o  the 
luminescent lines. These have been interpreted as 
a no-phonon line with i ts accompanying vibrat ional 
structure. Bands in  the vibrational structure have 
been assigned to lattice vibrat ions. Combination 
bands with an internal mode (similar to the uranyl 
luminescence) have been shown to exist. 
4. Selection rules have been considered in tes ting 
a model o:f the centre. This favoured the earlier 
proposed centre though it is not conclusive. Some 
symmetry assignment for the electronic levels was 
also possible. 
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5. Temperature dependent effects have been investigated. 
The line shifts and v.ridths :follow the temperature 
dependence :for a no-phonon line. I t  was shovm that  
the normal Debye temperature could give an adeQuate 
explanation :for the line shifts. Line widths did 
not give such an agreement, as lines v1ere not the 
shape expected (may be due to sample preparation). 
Besides the luminescence o:f uranium in calcium :fluoride, 
the :following were also reported: -
1. A detailed luminescent spectra o:f uranium in strontium 
fluoride is given. This was :found to be s imilar 
to that for uranium in calcium :fluoride except for 
a second electronj_c transition which did not s eem 
to have a counterpar t in CaF2 ( u ) . 
2 . Luminescence of o2- ions in calcium :fluoride we.s 
considered to occur to explain some additional 
luminescent spectra observed. 
Extension o:f the investigations is required before an 
adequate explanation :for the luminescent system of uranium 
in calcium :fluoride (or strontium and barium :fluoride) is 
known. The main obstacle is in the preparation o:f samples. 
This thesis has been concerned largely with powder samples 
to obtain preliminary useful information on the luminescence . 
I f  suitable, clear, strain :free crystal samples can be made, 
an extension of the work would be worthwhile. 
Crystals would enable polariz ation and stres s spectra 
to be obtained and this shou ld enable the nature of the 
centre to be determined (as has been done for LiF (U ) ani 
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NaF (U ) ). From this, it w ill be then poss ible to determine 
the electronic nature of centre (us in g that of the uranyl 
ion, if known, as a guide). 
A more detailed investigation of the vibrational 
interaction can then be made. Comparison with other 
impurity ions in c alcium fluoride sh ould also be made to 
explain the differences in the vibronic spectra. This 
w ould re g_uire accurate information of t he  phonon spectrum 
of ca. lcium fluoride. Spectra in strontium ani barium 
fluorides can then be compared and possibly inf ormation 
obtained on their phonon spectra. 
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